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Ending Polio Worldwide

Schumaker homers in 10th
as Cardinals win 7-2
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Douglass cleanup
gets community
involved in effort
•Neighborhood
unity runs high at
Saturday event
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
On a day in which neighborhood residents and outside volunteers worked side by side,
clearing brush, cleaning up
trash and giving the Douglass
neighborhood a facelift, unity in
the community ran high.
"It's a good thing for us to
come together like this and
beautify the neighborhood,"
lifetme Douglass resident Lewis
Perry said. -There was a big
need to have something like
this.
"Let's have another one next
week." he joked.
TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times

Robinson
Services Center, hands a bag of school supplies to Tammy
Barbara Hendon, of Calloway County High School Youth
High
Murray
at
junior
be
will
Parrish
y.
Saturda
at the Weaks Center
and Chasity Parrish at the Back to School Blast held
School.

Back to School Blast just that
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
If you happened by the Weaks Center on
Saturday between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m., you
might have thought you stumbled upon a
scene at a discount store the weekend before
school starts.
It was the Back to School Blast, and the
Murray-Calloway County Family Resource
Youth Services Centers had school supplies
available for the taking for families who met
economic requirements. Michelle Hanson,
of the Family Resource Center at East
Calloway Elementary, said over 400 fami-

The clean-up held Saturday
was the first act of the newly
Civic
Douglass
formed
Improvement Committee. The
larger community pitched in to
help as well. Organizer Johnny
Blanton said the committee
received support from Briggs
and Stratton, Kenlake Foods,
Lake Land Spring Water,
Morningstar Foods, Murray
Lumber, Murray Rental, Taylor
Bus as well as the city of
Murray, the Lions, Kiwanis and
Rotary Clubs.
Bethel
Volunteers from
Fellowship Church brought
both youth and adults to help
with the clean-up effort.
"We're so glad to be able to

III See Page 2A

Five people treated and released
following Ky.94 collision;
2nd accident there in four days

happen, unloading school suplies received school supplies free of charge the event
them in grade-appropriate
placing
plies,
and
als
individu
thanks to the generosity of
them to parents and chilchurch groups who donated both money and bags and giving
dren. Volunteers combined school supply
school supplies for the event.
bags for each
"We recognize that not having the school lists and created uniform
supplies needed can be a barrier - both aca- grade level.
Organizers sent out letters to church
demically and emotionally," Hanson said.
not
and
and other community organizations
school
of
groups
start
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have basic
playing
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create
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kids.
the Family Resource Centers are still asking
field."
More than 25 volunteers, including mid2A
dle and high school students, helped make •See Page

de that was westbound on Ky..
Staff Report
ted
transpor
94 West. The vehicles collided
were
Five people
in the intersection.
evening
Friday
hospital
the
to
The juvenile was traveling
following a two-car collision at
nd on Ky. 94 West,
eastbou
the intersection of Robertson
to turn north onto
ing
attempt
Road and Ky. 94 West.
according to a
Road,
on
Roberts
ment
Murray Police Depart
release.
MPD
officer Evan Timmons respondThe westbound vehicle was a
ed to the crash at 5:54 p.m.
1999 Mercury driven by
Friday after a 1988 Oldsmobile Mildred Newton, 76, of Murray.
driven by a 17-year-old
unnamed juvenile from Wingo
pulled in front of another vehi- •See Page 2A

Legislators can't
come to terms on
special session pay

Rudolph could be Fletcher's last Red Cross Party
remaining original cabinet member
•Cowgill reportedly
eyes Postsecondary
Education job
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) When another of Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's top-ranking aides
acknowledged last week that he
is considenng a new job, no one
seemed surprised.
After all, budget director Brad
Cowgill. who took part in a
highly publicized job interview
on Thursday. would he only the
latest in a line of Fletcher aides
to leave if he gets the position
on
Council
the
with
Postsecondary Education.
Resignations are to be expected with a governor's race under
way. said Michael Baranowski.
a political scientist at Northern
Kentucky University. Fletcher.
a first-term Republican who has
been weakened politically by a
hiring scandal, faces a strong
Democratic challenger in the

INDEX
TWO goons

Nov. 6 election.
"If you're in
the adminisand
tration
feel
you
prospects are
not good for
re-election, it
makes sense to
Rudolph
get an early
start, to get out there before
do,"
colleagues
your
Baranowski said.
The administration has been
plagued by turnover from the
start. If Cowgill leaves, only
one of Fletcher's original cabiExecutive
members.
net
Secretary Robbie Rudolph. will
remain.
Rudolph also is Fletcher's running mate in the race against
former Democratic Lt. Gov.
Steve Beshear.
Finance Secretary John Farris
resigned effective at the end of
July. Economic Development

•See Page 2A
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's cheek at the 90th Birthday Celebration for
Aubrey Harper paints a design on Echo Falwell
Cross Saturday. The celebration offered
the Calloway County chapter of the American Red
cake.
y
birthda
games for the kids, free food and
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By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Whether Kentucky lawmakers
will get paid nearly $300 per
day while not working during
an ongoing three-week break in
the special session pretty much
depends on who's talking.
The 16-member Legislative
Research Commission - a jointpanel of the House and Senate
- split down party lines Friday
over separate plans aimed at
withholding lawmakers' pay.
After a series of parliamentary
moves in committee seeking to
suspend the pay and an hour of
behind-the-scenes meetings
legislative leaders could not to
agree and went home.
"I have never worked as hard
in my life not to be paid,"
House Speaker Jody Richards
said at a press conference later.
"We do not deserve pay, neither
does the Senate."
Gov. Ernie Fletcher. a

•See Page 2A
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III Rudolph ...
From Front
Secretary Gene Strong resigned
in January. Others who have left
include
Environmental
Secretary LaJuana S. Wilcher.
Commerce Secretary Jim Host,
Education Secretary Virginia
Fox. Health and Family
Services
Secretary
James
Holsinger, Justice Secretary
Steve
Pence,
Personnel
Secretary
Erwin
Roberts.
Secretary Gene Strong, and
chief of staff Daniel Groves.
Since taking off in 2003.
Fletcher has gone through five
communications directors.
Fletcher. the state's first
Republican governor in more
than 30 years, ran for re-election
on the promise to "clean up the
mess in Frankfort" but ended up
in a mess of his won. He was
indicted for allegedly rewarding
political supporters with protected state jobs. The indictment
was dismissed last year in a
negotiated settlement with prosecutors, but the grand jury that
issued it released a written
report alleging the governor had
approved a "widespread and
coordinated plan" to skirt state
hiring laws. Fletcher charged
that the investigation that led to
the misdemeanor indictment
was politically motivated.
Fletcher said the turnover
wilting cabinet secretaries
shouldn't be seen as a lack of
confidence in his administration.

TOMMY DILLAFatedger 8. Times
Above, Dale Newman uses a mower to cut down thick brush
in the backyard of a home in the Douglass Neighborhood
Saturday Newman was one of more than 25 volunteers who
helped clean up yards in the neighborhood as a part of the
clean-up effort The clean-up day was the first act of the newly
formed Douglass Civic Improvement Committee At right.
Jordan Rowsan cleans up overgrowth around a home near
Kenlake Foods while Johnny Blanton hauls branches in the
background Rowsan was part of a group of volunteers from
Bethel Fellowship Church who assisted with the Douglass
Community Clean-Up Saturday

III Douglass

"I think that's an indication of
the qu4lity of people we brought
here," Fletcher said. "And. I'm
so proud of it.
Cowgill said his decision to
pursue a job as interim director
at the Council on Postsecondary
Education was based on career
goals, not politics. Cowgill had
an interview with council members on Thursday, but he said it
wasn't because he's concerned
Pletcher may lose the election.
"That doesn't have anything to

• ••

From Front
he A part of this: said Dale
Newman. Bethel member.
while taking a break from mow
mg thick brush behind a home
near Kenlake foods -We feel
like its our community too"
Workers 4:leanest up •e% eral
overgrown lots in the neighborhood. using beds), dun mowers
to cut down thick hnish and
chainsaws to take down small
lit*c1. growing in unwanted
Area,
.
Blanton said the clean up

should cut down on mosquitos
and other insects.
In addition to cleaning out
growth. solunteers also picked
up-irash and debris from yards.
placing it in the streets for thc
city to pick up
Blanton said he hopes to
make the neighborhood cleanup a yearly event.
The Douglass neighborhood
stretches roughly from Olive
Street in the Mwth iii Chestnut
Street in the north and Fourth
Street in the west to Industrial
Road in the east

PateSherifffireLMIS

Jo with my thinking," he said.
Farris, who took the finance
position only a year ago, said he
is leaving to spend time with his
family before looking at other
career opportunities. He had
previously worked as an economist at World Bank, the
International
Finance
Corporation and the Research
Tnangle Institute.
Fletcher campaign manager
Many Ryall said the governor
recruited the most qualified people he could find to serve in the
administration. Some left lucrative positions in the private sector and others came out of
retirement with the understanding that they would serve only a
year or two.
Many, Ryall said, stayed
longer than they originally
planned.
"These aren't people who
came in looking to live off the
government bureaucracy," Ryall
said. "These are people who
came in to try to make a difference."
Baranowski said he would
expect more resignations if
Fletcher continues trailing in the
polls.
"There is a sense within the
administration that they're
short-timers," said Charles
Wells, executive director of the
Kentucky Association of State
Employees. "I've been hearing
that there are a lot of high-ranking Fletcher administration officials who are looking for a place
to land right now."
Wells said he believes that has
to do with polls that show
Fletcher trailing Beshear.
"If these administrators really
believed this administration
would be around another four
years. I think they would stay,"
Wells said. "They're good paying jobs. They're high profile
jobs."
Ryall insists the criticism is
unjustified.
"Clearly, they're grasping at
straws to attack the governor."

•Legislators ...
From Front

•Five

treated ...

Calloway County Sheriffs Department
From Front
•A couch was on tire at a Ky 121 North location at 12.02 a.m.
Saturday
Newton's passengers were 7k• A lug of coins was reported stolen from a Pottertown Road
year-old Leet Newton and
location at 12 09 am Saturday
Becky Jo Jones, 57, tooth of
• A possible theft of a boat from Wildcat Creek Campground
Murray. In the Juventle'N car
on Wildcat Reach Road was referred to Tennessee Valley
was Aaron Dunhara 14, of
Authority Police after it was reported at 8 59 a m Saturday
• Four horses were running loose near Ky 94 East and Ky
Mayfield.
497 at 9 07 a.m Saturday An officer was unable to locate the
All five were taken to Murras owner
Calloway County Hospital The
• A theft case was opened after a caller from Protemus Road
Newtons, Jones and Dunhan
reported a credit card stolen at 11 46 p m Saturday
were treated and released, a
Murray Police Department
hospital spokeswoman said this
• A stolen bicycle may have been located at 401 N Fifth St at
6 34 a m Wednesday
morning. The juvenile wasn't
• Richard David Tolmie. no age or address given, was arrestnamed in the information from
ed at 2 58 p m Wednesday at 129 Covey Drive on a warrant
the police so that condition
charging him with 15 counts of criminal possession of a forged
couldn't he verified
instrument
Timmons and other MPD offi• A bicycle was reported stolen from 1610 Chris Drive Apt 4
at 4 33 p m Wednesday
cers were assisted at the scene
• Dawn Barnett-Dixon, no age or address given was arrested
Wednesday on five counts of first-degree wanton endangerment
• A camera was reported stolen from Holland Motor Sales at
2 05 p m Thursday
From Front
• An officer was at 402 N Fifth St at 2 05 p m. Thursday to
lot donations. Anyone wanting
follow up on a stolen bicycle report
— Information is obtained from reports, logs to donate should contact the
and citations from various agencies
Family Resource Center at East
Calloway Elementary

by Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.

Murray

Fire

Department and EMS.

Republican,
called
the
Kentucky General Assembly
into a special session earlier this
month to deal with issues
including energy incentives, a
ban on domestic partner benefits for public university
employees and more than $400
million in construction projects.
But the Democrat-controlled
House and the Republican-led
Senate disagreed over the
necessity of holding the special
session this summer.
The House, which claimed it
was too costly and aimed at
boosting Fletcher's re-election
efforts, adjourned without
addressing the governor's agenda. The Senate. however, passed
legislation addressing several
issues put forth by Fletcher.

onsists of legislative leaders
to change the policy.
A plan endorsed by the panel's
Democrats on Friday would
rescind House lawmakers' pay
from July 5 on, while state senators would have not been paid
for days beyond July 9 - the last
day the chamber was in session.

Senate Republicans objected,
saying the move is unconstitutional. Senate President David
West intersection in four days.
Williams. R-Burkesville, said
the commission did not have
Steve McReynolds. 40. of
authority to suspend state law or
Murray. died as the result of
alter the constitution.
injuries to his chest that he susInstead,
a
Republican
tained during a two-vehicle colendorsed plan would have prevented lawmakers from being
lision on Jul.v lb after another
paid beyond July II. the day
driver traseled westbound on
Fletcher ordered the three-week
Ky. 94 through the four-way
break. State senators would
intersection while McReynolds
have still been paid for two days
continued through the green
Nevertheless, there was dis- they didn't work, while the
light he had
agreement over whether the House would have been paid for
House could adjourn without even more.
Both plans, however, fell
consent of the Senate. Fletcher
invoked his constitutional short of the votes needed for
authority and ordered both passage.
Its not too late to receive
Williams said Democrats
chambers
to take a three-week
school supplies, either. Parents
were looking for political cover
and
break
return
on
July
30.
should contact the Farads
During that time lawmakers. from not addressing the special
Resource Center at their child's
depending on their rank. are session. The pay system for legschool, according to event
paid between $180 and $226 islators was designed to make
organiiers
sure lawmakers worked to get
plus $109 for daily expenses
1,RC director Bobby Sherman their pay. Williams said.
Studies show that reading \ sent lawmakers a memo on July 'We will not direct the
9 that the LRC. which handles Legislative
Research
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
research and administration for Commission to violate the
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
the legislature. would continue statutes and the constitution of
paying lawmakers until both the commonwealth so that we
newspaper and expand your mind
chambers adjourn the special give cover to the House
with a world of information.
session for good. Sherman Democrats from walking away
noted in the memo that it would and not doing their job,"
LEXIGER&TIMES
be up to the Legislative Williams said. "We're not going
Research Commission - which to do thitt.•
This was the second crash at
the Robertson Road/Ky. 94

•School ...
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UK student wins
Miss Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - A
University of Kentucky student
won the Miss Kentucky pageant
on Saturday night at the
Singletary Center for the Arts.
Kaitlynne Poste!, 20, of
Lexington, beat out 29 other
contestants for the right to compete in the 2008 Miss America
pageant.
Postel won an $8,000 scholarship and will be the spokeswoman for the 'No Ifs, Ands or
Buts" program for the state

Department of Agriculture.
Poste' is studying communication disorders at Kentucky
and gained entry into the contest by being named Miss
Monticello.
Kasey
Jo
Bishop, of
Falmouth, a
student
at
Morehead State, was first runner-up. Ean Whitney Cox of
Lancaster, a student at Eastern
Kentucky University, was second runner-up.
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Power outage traps
approximately 200
in St. Louis Arch
is

-e

ly
sn
ur
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. LOUIS (AP) - About 200
people were trapped inside the
630-foot Gateway Arch for
about two hours after an apparent power outage, authorities
said.
The power went out around
8:45 p.m. Saturday, stalling two
trams filled with about 40 people each, said Mike Maris,
deputy superintendent of the
Gateway Arch.
About 100 other people were
stranded at the top of the monument of stainless steel, Mans
said. He said the evacuation of
the south tram, where one of
nine cables may have broken,
took about two hours.
Power eventually was restored
to the north tram, and stranded
visitors no longer had to use the
stairs to evacuate, said Capt.
Steve Simpson, a spokesman
for the St. Louis Fire

Department. He said officials do
not know what happened to the
equipment.
Simpson said rescue crews
treated two people. One was
given oxygen and the other was
diabetic. He did not elaborate on
their treatment.
"Everybody else seemed to be
in good spirits, glad and
relieved to be coming down," he
said.
Anxious relatives stood outside the popular tourist attraction as rescuers worked inside.
Dozens of emergency vehicles
surrounded the arch.
Mans said the Arch would be
open Sunday with only the
north tram running.
The 630-foot-tall structure is
operated by the National Park
Service and opened in 1966. It
is one of the region's most popular attractions.
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Tammy Faye Messner,
ex-wife of Jim Bakker,
dies Saturday at 65
By STEVE HARTSOE
Associated Press Writer
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) - Live
one day at a time, without fear,
Tammy Faye Messner said earlier this month as she battled
cancer, weighing just 65
pounds.
Messner, who as Tammy Faye
Bakker helped her husband,
Jim, build a multimillion-dollar
evangelism empire that collapsed in disgrace, has died, her
manager said Saturday. She was
65.
Messner had battled colon
cancer since 1996 that more
recently spread to her lungs.
She passed away peacefully
Friday at her home near Kansas
City, Mo., said Joe Spotts, who
was also Messner's booking
agent.
A family service was held
Saturday in a private cemetery.
where her ashes were interred.
he said.
Messner had frequently spoken about her medical problems, saying she hoped to be an
inspiration to others.
'Don't
ear rule your life,"
she sad. "Ikive one day at a
time, and never be afraid.' But
she told well-wishers in a note
on her Web site in May that the
doctors had stopped trying to
treat the cancer.
In an interview with CNN's
Larry King earlier this month,
an emaciated Messner - still
using her trademark makeup said. "I believe when I leave this
earth, because I love the Lord.
I'm going straight to heaven.'
Asked if she had any regrets.
Messner said: 'I don't think
about it, Larry, because it's a
waste of good brain space.'
For many, the TV image of
then-Mrs. Bakker forgiving
husband Jim's infidel ities, tears
streaking her cheeks with mascara. became a symbol for the
wages of peed and hypocrisy in
-1980s America.
She divorced her husband of
30 years. with whom she had

two children, in 1992 while he
was in prison for defrauding
millions from followers of their
FTL television ministries. The
letters stood for "Praise the
Lord" or "People that Love."
Jim Bakker said in a news
release that his ex-wife "lived
her life like the song she sang,
'If Life Hands You a Lemon.
Make Lemonade.'
"She is now in heaven with
her mother and grandmother
and Jesus Christ, the one who
she loves and has served from
childbirth," he said. "That is the
comfort I can give to all who
loved her."
Messner's second husband
also served time in prison. She
married Roe Messner, who had
been the chief builder of the
Bakkers'
Heritage
USA
Christian theme park near Fort
Mill, S.C., in 1993. In 1995, he
was convicted of bankruptcy
fraud, and he spent about two
years in prison.
Through it all. Messner kept
plugging her faith and herself.
She did concerts, a short-lived
secular TV talk show and an
inspirational videotape. In
2004. she cooperated in the
making of a documentary about
her struggle with cancer, called
"Tammy Faye: Death Defying."
'I wanted to help people
maybe show the inside (of the
experience) and make it a little
less frightening.' she said.
A 2000 documentary "The
Eyes of Tammy Faye" delved
into the rise and fall of the FTL
ministry, largely through interviews with Messner. Directors
Fenton Bailey and Randy
Barbato garnered wide critical
praise for their intelligent and
sympathetic depiction of the
former PM co-star.
Messner was never charged
with a crime in the Bakker scandal. She said she counted the
costs in other ways.
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Pastor Brett Miles challenged the youth at Northside Baptist Church in Almo to invite others to Vacation
Bible School on
Saturday. The pastor told the youth if they had an attendance of 100 or more they could make a "human" ice cream
sundae
out of him. Laughter and excitement filled everyone's faces.

Most Louisville bars, restaurants complying with bail

Kentucky News Briefs
Comair reveals shows problems with NOWA system
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— The pilots olf Comair Flight 5191 left
the terminal the morning of the fatal crash at Blue Grass Airport last
August without receiving information about four important updates
at the airport, including one that the normal taxiway to the main runway was closed.
Comair pilots had 15 updates — called Notices to Airmen —
available through the airline's flight dispatch paperwork the morning of Aug. 27, 2006, the Lexington Herald-Leader reported,
But four NOTAMs — including the one detailing the closing of
the taxiway normally taken to the main runway — were missing, the
Air Line Pilots Association said in a submission to the National
Transportation Safety Board.
The flight crashed shortly after mistakenly taking off from the airport's general aviation runway, killing 49 of 50 people on board.

LoulsviLLE, Ky. 1.AP) — Local bar and restaurant owners
across the city are complying with a revised smoking ban desilite
vocal opposition to the measure.
The ban, which went into effect on July I, prevents smoking in all
public places except for Churchill Downs and any tobacco manufacturer that conducts research and development for tobacco products on site.
Business booming at controversial Creation Museum
PETERSBURG. Ky. (AP) — The controversy surrounding the
opening of a northern Kentucky museum that teaches the biblical
story of creation hasn't hurt it at the box office.
The Creation Museum expected to host its 100,(00th visitor over
the weekend, less than two months after it opened, putting the
museum on pace to easily exceed the 250,000 visitors organizers
were hoping to get in the first year.

Murrray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased to
welcome Matt Price, M.D. to the medical community.
Dr. Price comes to Murray from the University of
Louisville School of Medicine. He is a graduate

of

Calloway

County High School and Murray State University.
Dr. Price and his wife Monica have two
children, Kamden (8) and
Kaitlyn (4).

In addition to pre-natal care, labor
and delivery, Dr. Price will provide
women's health services. For an
appointment, please call 270.759.9200.
HA

JOINED PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL CENTER

L ALL TODAY FOR AN
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(270) 759-9200
PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL CENTER
SUITE 480 WEST
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
MURRAY, KY 42071

OFFICE HOURS
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Bring life
back to KERA
FRANKFORT, Ky. -- Is
education reform in Kentucky
pre-school through graduate
Ishtar! - dead?
If it's not ready for the
rtic11ICId11%, its definitely on
kte support
('onsider:
• The Kentucky State Board
of Education spends months
and S50,0(X) searching for a
tie* commissioner of the
Department of Education and
sratics up with the superintendent of a suburban Chicago school district, Barbara
Ervin.
: Erwin has never administered a statewide public
school system, hasn't administered a local school system
beyond a medium-sized
city's.
Her resume is lull of
inaccuracies and exaggerations. She's controversial in
all the places she previously
worked, and her personnel
file mysteriously disappears
in Illinois just as she is
preparing to retire and take
the Kentucky job
.10 eseryone's relict.
Erwin resigns before she
CVCf %Cis foot in her new
office, citing all the media
attention she receives
Is this the hest the nation
has to offer Kentucky's
schools"'
Within days of the Erwin
debacle. the Council on Post•
secondary liducatum
announces its nationwide
wart h for a new president
has turned up no one worthy
of the job That's after
months ot searching at a
cost of 870010
And this is a job that is
supposed to be the top of
the heap in Kentucky higher
education at a time when
Kentucky is aiming at
becoming J nationally-ranked
center of academic research
and distinguished scholarship
equal to the nation's best
public unisersitics
Some cntics contend the
problem is with the Council
and Boaid of Education. booth tilled with appointees of
Gos Ernie Fletcher. who
aren't wedded to education
reform and therefore aren't
interested in the hest educators it, take these top tote,
I dunk the main problem
is that the- caliber of people
who were education c:tinuni•potter since'
,SERA was
enacted in 1990 and Council
president since it was created
liao7 take at look at Kentutky in 2007 and walk
away WM what they perceive to he &I 1111pov•INC
challenge
Many 01 the innovatise
firograms iii KERA are gone
for lack ot funding We can
pal. for Sin
million new
high sc hoots hut not inc en •
to,e r1.7% Allis lttr %lic c esstul
teachers In the school
.And those teac hers are

faced with
meeting
KERA
benchmarks
and federal
No Child
Left Behind
benchmark,
at the same
time the
General
Assembly
Agree Or isn't even
Not
keeping up
By Todd Duvall with their
Syndicated
retirement
Columnist
system payments.
As for higher education,
state colleges and universities
at least have been able to
raise tuition and fees over
the last five years to offset
falling state budget appropriations. Local school systems
can't do that unless they
raise taxes and the public
won't support higher taxes.
The governor and General
Assembly would rather borrow more than 1.400 million
to build pretty new buildings
on campuses all over the
state than use the same
amount to match pnsate
donations for the defunct
Bucks for Brains program.
Pretty buildings generate
votes. Endowed chairs in
academic disciplines most
legislators can't even spell
don't pay off on election
day.
As for the Council and its
presidency, powerful legislators aligned with regional
universities and powerful
presidents at the University
of Kentucky and University
of Louissille have succeeded
in undermining both on
important functions
. So, do we nail the lid of
education reform in Kentucky?
Not necessarily. With
determination and leadership.
there is still a- chance to
bring tile back to the
patient
Fletcher arid his Democratic opponent in November.
Stese Beshcar. have the
opportunity in the weeks
ahead to reins igorate the
education reform movement.
to lay out conrete ways
they will meet the funding
demands of pre-school programs and graduate school
programs, all the while
restoring the innovative
reform features that hase
fallen away for lack of
money
Voters must demand to
know how each candidate
will stop the swift erosion 01
education reform that nearly
brought Barbara Erwin to
Frankfort and hasn't brought
anyone of quality to lead
Kentucky's puhlic higher
education •y stem
It Fletcher and Beshear
fall short, then call for the
heatse
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Danger: Democrats at work
When the Democrats took control of
Congress they couldn't wait to tell
Amenca how much they were going to
accomplish
That was seven months ago. and all
they've done since is rant about the
war in Iraq. tall about raising taxes,
and go on a witch hunt in an attempt
to find something --- anything —
in the tinng of a handful of U. S.
Attorneys who got the boot from the
Justice Department when the president
exercised his constitutional right to
right to fire them without explanation.
This provides a glimpse into their utter
incompetence as lawmakers.
Consider:
The recent speech of Louisiana
Democrat Sen Mary Landrieu gave us
a prime example of the Denux:rats'
inability to get anything straight, including geography
This week, she introduced an amendment to the Defense Authorization Bill
stating that the foremost objective of
the U.S. Government is to capture or
kill thama bin Laden and to dismantle
the al ()Jetta terrorist network.
tier amendment would move troops
from Iraq where they're locked in a
battle with al Qaeda terrorists, and send
them to Afghanistan to launch a hunt
lot bin Laden
That would he some hunt.
Does Mary Landrieu hase any idea
what she's doing? Alter all, if you are
going to hunt tor Osama bin Laden
wouldn't it he a good idea for hunt for
him where we know he is"' And where
his is, is not Afghanistan

Somebody with a
better idea of geography should inform
Mary Landrieu that
bin Laden is holed up
in Pakistan, a country
she may not know is
next door to
Afghanistan.
Sending troops to
Afghanistan to search
Making
for bin Laden would
Sense
make as much sense
By Michael
as sending a geograReagan
phy student to Mary
Syndicated
Landrieu to find out
Columnist
where Beluchistan is
located. They'd probably end up in Flathush.
Then we have the promises Nancy
Pelosi made — often with Rep. John
Murtha at her side — to clean up the
alleged mess in Congress, taking aim at
such slimy practices as so-called earmarks. billons of pork slipped into
appropriations hills in the dead of night
to benefit a member of Congress.
According to The Politico Web site.
Arizona Republican Jeff Flake — a
watchdog on the alert for earmarks —
spotted one which aroused his cunosity.
Flake was questioning Indiana Democrat Peter J. Visclosky. who chairs the
subcommittee recommending the appropnation. about whether there was really
something called the Center for Instrumental Cntical Infrastructure which was
slated in an earmark to collect a cool
one million dollars courtesy of the U.S.
taxpayers. He said his staff couldn't

TI

find a website for it,
He was asked by Flake, "Does the
Center currently exist?" Visclosky
admitted he didn't have a clue.
His shocking admission: "At this
time, I do not know." He then added
that if it doesn't exist "the monies
could not go to it."
According to The Politico, it then
later developed that the $1 million earmark was for the benefit of Mrs.
Pelosi's bosom buddy, and fellow crusader against congressional corruption.
one Rep. John Murtha, D-Pa.
It later turned out that the Ctirfil is
nonprofit technological consulting
(inn. The Politico noted that "A brief
search of campaign finance records
shows CTC President and CEO Daniel
R. DeVos, of alternately Central City
and Johnstown, Pa. has contributed
57,(J00 to Murtha's reelection campaign
since April 2002."
Flake moved to eliminate the funds
destined for a group nobody could be
sure existed, but the House rejected his
attempt to strike the funds. 326-98. The
Visclosky bill also breezed through,
312-112.
So much for Mrs. Pelosi's crusade
against congressional corruption.

Mike Reagan. the eldest son of the
late President Ronald Reagan, is heard
on more than 200 talk radio stations
nationally as part of the Radio America
Network. Look for Mike's newest book.
"Nice Adopted." E-mail continents to
Reagan@caglecartoons.coin.
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WASHINGTON i AP, And the leading Republican
presidential candidate is
none of the above.<•1).
The latest Associated
Press-Ipsos poll found that
nearly a quarter of Republicans LT unwilling to hack
top-tier hopetuls Rudy Giuliani. Fred Thompson, John
McCain or Min Romney, and
no one candidate has emerged
as the clear front-runner
among Christian esangelicals
Such dissatisfaction underscores the volatile() of the
YON GOP nomination tight
In sharp contrast. the
Democratic race remain. static. with Hillary Rodham
Clinton holding a sizable
lead o.er Barack Ohama.
The New York %MUM, who
is white, also outpaces her
Illinois counterpart. who is
black, among black and Hispanic Democrat., according
to a combined sample of
two months of polls
A half 'car before voting
begins, the survey shows the
White House race is far
,norr wide open on the

2008 ELECTION
By Liz Sidoti
Republican side than on the
Democratic. The unesen
enthusiasm about the fields
also is reflected in fundraising in which Democrats outraised Republicans S80 million to $50 million from
Apnl through June. continuing a trend from the year's
first three month'.
"Democrats are reasonably
comfortable with the range of
choices The Democratic attitude is that three or four of
these guys would be fine."
David Redlawsk. a University
of Iowa political scientist
-The Republicans don't have
that, particularly among the
conservatives there's a real
split They just don't see
candidates who reflect their
interests and who they also
view as viable"
More Republicans have
become apathetic about their
options over the past month.
A hefty 23 percent can't
or won't say which candidate

they would back, a jump
from the 14 percent who
took a pass in June
Giuliani's popularity continued to decline steadily as
he faced a spate of headline
headaches. came under
increased scrutiny and saw
the potential entry of
Thompson in the mix, his
support is at 21 percent
compared with 27 percent in
June and 15 percent in
March
The former New York
mayor is running sirtually
even with Thompson, who
has become a threat without
even officially entering the
race The actor and former
Tennessee senator has stayed
steady at 19 percent
McCain. the Anzona senator
who is revamping his nearly
broke campaign. clocked in a
hit lower at 15 percent,
while Romney. the former
Massachusetts governor.
remained at I I percent

None of the top candidates
has a clear lead among
Chnstian evangelicals, a critical part of the GOP base
that has had considerable
sway in past Republican pnmanes. Giuliani. a thrice-marned hacker of abortion nghts
and gay rights. had 20 percent support — roughly even
with Thompson and McCain
who have one divorce each
in their pasts. Romney, a
Mormon who has been marned for three decades, was
in the single digits.
Among the legions of
undecided Republicans is
Barbara Skogman, 72, a
retired legal assistant from
Cedar Rapids. Iowa. She
isn't at all excited about any.
of the prospects.
"I'm looking for a strong
honest person. Do you know
of any" she Joked. She had
an easy time detailing why
she was queasy about each
of the most serious contenders. "Isn't that sad?"
Then she reached a conclusion "I lust don't know"
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Obituaries
Miss Rita Mohundro
MISS Ras Mohundro, 59, Ky. 94 East, Murray, died Saturday,
July 21. 2007, at 10:15 a.m. at her home. Her death followed an
extended illness.
She owned and operated the Finishing Touch Photography
Studio in Murray before her illness and was a member of Emmanuel
Baptist Church. She was born Aug. 24, 1947, in Calloway County.
Preceding her in death was one stepsister, Sherry Freeland.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Bonnie Mohundro, and her
father and stepmother, William (Bill) Mohundro and Betty
Mohundro, all of Murray; two stepbrothers, lames Meadows and
wife, Lynda. Murray, and Stan Meadows and wife, Janice, all of
Hazel; one stepbrother-in-law, David Freeland, Cedar Hill, Tenn.;
several aunts and uncles, Louise Owens, Ruth Ferguson, Sue
Roberts and husband, J.D., Jane Lovins and Jo Nell Drenner and
husband. David, all of Murray, and Ruby West, Selmer. Tenn.
The funeral will be Tuesday at I p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Elijah Balentine and Rev. Kerry
Lambert will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Foundry Hill Cemetery, Puryear, Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

Mrs. Estelle Gooch
Mrs. Estelle Gooch, 94, Murray, died today. July 23, 2007, at
12:18 a.m. at Parkview Nursing Home, Paducah. Imes-Miller
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Amid heightened tensions,
Iran, U.S. schedule talks
on Iraqi security this week
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BAGHDAD (AP) - The
United States and Iran have set a
date for ambassador-level talks
in Baghdad on the deteriorating
security situation in Iraq _ the
first such meeting since late
May, U.S. and Iraqi officials
said Sunday.
The two sides will sit down
together Tuesday, according to
Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar
Zebari and U.S. Embassy
spokesman Philip Reeker, amid
U.S. allegations that Tehran is
supporting violent Shiite militias in the country.
Zebari told The Associated
Press by telephone that the discussions would be at the ambassadorial level and would focus
on the situation in Iraq, not
U.S.-Iran tensions.
Iraq's fragile government has
been pressing for another meeting between the two nations
with the greatest influence over
its future, and Iran has repeatedly signaled its willingness to sit
down.
State
Department
spokesman Sean McCormack
said last week that Washington
also was ready to hold new talks
with Iran on the security situation in Iraq.
The May 28 meeting marked
a break in a 27-year diplomatic
freeze between the U.S. and Iran
and was expected to have been
followed within a month by a
second encounter. But following
that meeting, Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice and other
U.S. officials said Iran had not
scaled back what the United
States claims is a concerted
effort to arm militants and harm
U.S. troops.
Tensions also have risen over
Tehran's detention of four
Iranian-American scholars and
activists charged with endangering national security. The U.S.
has demanded their release, saying the charges against them are
false.
At the same time. Iran has
called for the release of five
Iranians detained in Iraq, who
the United States has said are
members of Iran's elite Quds
Force _ accused of arming and
training Iraqi militants. Iran says
the five are diplomats in Iraq
with permission of the government.
As recently as Sunday. U.S.
troops detained two suspected
weapons smugglers who may be
linked to the Quds force, the
military said. The suspects and a
number of weapons were seized
dunng a raid on a rural farm
compound in eastern Iraq near
the Iranian border, according to
a statement.
McCormack said the U.S.
wanted to use the meeting to
warn Iran against continuing its
support for militants in Iraq. He

offered no explanation for
Washington's apparent change
of heart about meeting with
Tehran.
Iraq had hoped to arrange a
higher-level meeting between
Rice and Iranian Foreign
Minister Manouchehr Mottaki,
but the two exchanged only stiff
pleasantries during a recent
international conference on
Iraq's security in Egypt.
The U.S. is pursuing a twotrack strategy with Iran that
reflects the high stakes in any
engagement with a nation
President Bush accuses of funding terrorism and building a
nuclear bomb.
Washington is reaching out
tentatively with the talks on
Iraq, but also keeping a check
on Iran with the Navy conducting exercises in the Persian Gulf
this spring and the U.S. pushing
for new U.N. sanctions against
Tehran over its disputed nuclear
program.
The United States broke off
diplomatic ties with Iran following the 1979 storming of the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran and the
holding of Amencan hostages
for 444 days. Any direct talks
between the two nations are
rare, and even fleeting encounters at larger gatherings or diplomatic dinners are scrutinized for
clues to their future relations.
Iran denies the U.S. allegations about its activities in
neighboring Iraq, which like
Iran has a majority Shiite
Muslim population.
In Baghdad, meanwhile, two
powerful
legislators
said
Sunday that prospects were dim
for passage of a U.S.-backed oil
bill before parliament's August
vacation, casting a new cloud
over a pivotal September
progress report that could weigh
heavily on the future of the U.S.
presence in Iraq. American officials have pressed Prime
Minister Noun al-Maliki and
parliament to pass laws the U.S
deems essential to restoring stability in Iraq, and the oil bill is at
the top of the list.
Amencan commander Gen
David Petraeus must report to
Congress on progress in Iraq b.s
Sept IS. and the absence of legislative progress will make it
difficult to issue a positive
assessment at a time when there
is flagging support in Congress
for keeping Amencan troops in
the country.
Othman,
Mahmoud
Kurdish lawmaker, and Abbas
al-Bayati. a Shiite Turk.man parliamentarian, said the oil legiOation was not likely to be debated
before September because political leaders have been unable to
agree on a final draft of the legislation.

Monday, July 23, 2007•5A

Taliban extends deadline for 23 kidnapped
South Korean hostages held in Afghanistan
KANDAHAR, Afghanistan
(AP) - A purported Taliban
spokesman said that negotiations for the lives of 23 South
Korean hostages had stalled and
that militants would kill the aid
workers this evening if the government doesn't free Taliban
prisoners.
An Afghan lawmaker said
the militants had upped their
demands this morning, saying
they wanted all insurgent prisoners in Ghazni province
released in exchange for the
Koreans, though Qari Yousef
Ahmadi, who claims to speak
for the militia, denied that was
true.
Khali Mohammad Hussein,
a lawmaker from Ghazni
province, where the Koreans are
being held, said a delegation of
provincial leaders tried to meet
with the kidnappers Monday but
that the militants didn't show.
He said the Taliban increased
their demands by telephone.
saying all militant prisoners in
Ghazni had to be released.
Ahmadi said militants were
still demanding the release of 23
Taliban prisoners but said the
government hadn't signaled it
was willing to do that.
"If the government won't
accept these conditions, then it's
difficult for the Taliban to provide security for these hostages,
to provide health facilities and
food," Ahmadi told The
Associated Press by satellite
phone. "The Taliban won't have
any option but to kill the
hostages."
The deputy interior minister,
Abdul Khaliq, meanwhile, said
Afghanistan was not prepared to
make a deal "against our national interest and our constitution,"
though he did not explicitly rule
out freeing any prisoners.
Afghan President Hamid
Karzai in March authorized the
release of five Taliban prisoners
in exchange for a kidnapped
Italian reporter, but he called the
trade a one-time deal. Karzai
also was criticized by the United
States and European nations

AF
South Korean protesters participate during a rally demanding the safe return of kidnappec
South Koreans in Afghanistan and the withdrawal of South Korean troops from that country ir
Seoul, South Korea, this morning. South Korea has banned its citizens from travel tc
Afghanistan in the wake of the recent kidnappings of its 23 nationals, an official said, amic
intense diplomatic efforts to secure their release. The placard reads: " Withdrawal of SoutlKorean troops immediately."
who felt that trade would
encourage more kidnappings.
Ahmadi said Sunday that the
militants were giving the
Afghan and South Korean governments until 7 p.m. (10:30
a.m. EDT) Monday to respond
to their demands.
Afghan elders leading the
hostage negotiations met with
the kidnappers Sunday and
reported that the Koreans were
healthy,
Khwaja
said
Mohammad Sidiqi, the police
chief of Qarabagh district in
Ghazni district, where the
Koreans
were
kidnapped
Thursday while riding on a bus
from Kabul to Kandahar on
Afghanistan's major highway.
The Afghan military has the
region surrounded in case the
government decides the military
should move in.

South Korea, meanwhile,
banned its citizens from traveling to Afghanistan in the wake
of the kidnappings, said Han
Hye-jin, a Foreign Ministry official. He said Seoul also asked
Kabul not to issue visas to South
Koreans and block their entry
into the country.
South Korea had previously
asked its nationals to refrain
from visiting Afghanistan, citing
political instability.
Earlier, the South Korean
church that the abductees attend
said it will suspend at least some
of its volunteer work in
Afghanistan. It also stressed that
the Koreans abducted were not
involved in any Christian missionary work, saying they only
provided medical and other volunteer aid to distressed people in
the war-ravaged country.
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Mohammad Zahir Shah, last king of Afghanistan, dies at 92
KABUL, Afghanistan (API - return _ not only from exile but
Mohammad Zahir Shah, the last to retake the throne.
king of Afghanistan who
Zahir Shah returned home
returned from three decades of from Italy in April 2002, but
exile to bless his war-battered stood aside in favor of a young
country's fragile course toward anti-Taliban tribesman, the nowdemocracy, died this morning, President Karzai. A new constiPresident Hamid Karzai said. He tution passed in January 2004
was 92.
consigned the monarchy to hisWeak if well-meaning during tory with Zahir Shah named the
his 40-year reign. Zahir Shah ceremonial "Father of the
was a symbol of yearned-for Nation," a position that dispeace and unity in a nation still solves with his death.
struggling to emerge from the
"The people are relying on
turmoil that began with his 1973 you and you should not forget
ouster in a palace coup.
them," the monarch told the loya
When the fall of the Taliban jirga or grand assembly, which
at the end of 2001 offered fresh ratified the charter. "I hope you
hope for national reconciliation. will try your best to maintain
many clamored for Zahir Shah's peace. stability and the unity of

the Afghan people."
Since his return. Zahir Shah
left Afghanistan several times
for medical treatment.
Karzai, who announced the
king's death at a news conference broadcast live nationwide,
called the king a "symbol of
national unity" who brought
development and education to
the country. The king remained a
leader in his final years but one
who didn't seek the power of a
throne, he said.
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"He was the servant of his
people, the friend of his people,"
Karzai said. He believed in the
rule of the people and in human
rights."
Karzai said Afghanistan
would observe three days of
mourning over the death of the
king, whose body will lie in
state at a mosque in Kabul and
then will be taken by carriage to
a hillside tomb Tuesday for burial.
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McCarty will be honored
at reception on Wednesday at

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

a
Judy McCarty will be honored
nt at
reception in honor of her retireme
Center/Purthe Calloway County Health
ent on
chase District Health Departm
p.m.
5
to
3
from
ay
Wednesd
McCarty has given 28 years of dedicatdepartment.
ed service as a clerk to the
Health Centhe
at
be
will
n
The receptio
ter, located at 701 Olive SL, Murray.
The public is invited to attend. Persons
may RSVP to 753-3381.

today
MES Board will meet will
meet

Murray Electric System Board
today at 4 at the Murray City Council chamof
bers on the second floor at the south end
uction
reconstr
of
middle
the
in
the city hall building. MES is
the change of
of their front offices which is the reason for
meeting place.

ance
Veterans will be given assist
given free counseling

Photos provided
AWARDS PRESENTED: Pat Harrington, immmediate past
president of Murray Woman's Club, presented special
awards. Cynthia Barnes, nght in upper left, was named
Newcomer of the Year; Gale Vinson, upper nght, as Volunteer
of the Year; and Tracey Wortham, bottom photo, as
Clubwoman of the Year.

Veterans and their families will be
federal benefits
and assistance in filing claims for state and
Armory,
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard
repfield
regional
,
McClure
Ron
Murray.
North,
Highway 121
will
Affairs,
Veterans
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TOPS Chapter will meet

from 9
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday
t. Perto 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mar
carport
the
where
church
the
of
side
the
sons are to enter on
call
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information
4.
435-405
at
Amy
or
0
753-908
Joyce at

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
there
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
friend.
or
relative
a
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n
addictio
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problem
a
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Bingo planned Tuesday

Ladiesof theOaks

LadiesofMurrayCountryClub
Hie Ladies tit the MMLA!,
Country Club played golf on
Wednesday at the club
Winners were announced as
followsChampionship flight - Debbie Ilison, low gross: Bobby'
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Aim Lee, low net,
First flight - Freda Steely.
low gross. Cyndi Cohoon. low
net.
Second flight - Patsy Green.
low gross. Norma Frank, low
net;
()serail low putts - Inus
Ore
Nine hole golfers fur low
gross. Helen Dunn.
The ladies will play golf
on Wednesday at the club and
the line up IS .1% follows:
Tee #1 - Natalie Docnng.
Sue Outland, Debbie Ilixon
and Betty Jo Purdom:
Tee 03 - Ve Sevems. Linda
Burgess. Freda Steely and
Peggy Shoemaker:
Tee MS - Marilyn Adkins.
Patsy Green. Cyndi Cohoon
and Norma Frank;
- B.101.11.1 Gray. Betty
Tee
Stewart. Susan Johnson and
Judy Muchleman.
Tee #I0 - Patsy Chaney.
Helen Dunn and Ann Stanley
Anyone not listed in the
line-up. hut wishing to play
or anyone listed who will noi
attend should call the pro-shop
Pats) Green will be the host
ess for the day

Hickory Woods
Plettrem•ni Center

HAPPOIINGS
by Anna Peader
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1006 Chestnut St
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The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

mon Call 33.1314

'Pie Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will hold their
regularly scheduled golf play
on Wednesday at 9 a.m. with
Janet Kirk and Shirley Wade
as hostesses.
All members are encouraged to play. Sign-up is not
necessary.
Jo Anne Auer. hostess for
play on July 18 has announced
the winners as follows:
Melva Hatcher. Shirley Wade
and Patsy Woodall. first place;
Kitty Steele, Janet Kirk and

Mary Alice Smith. second place
Laura Perker. Irene Woods
and Bronda Parker, third place.;
Pam Williams has announced
the winners of the golf scramble on July 17 as follows:
Shirley Wade, Melva Hatcher, Patsy Neale and Debbie
Dick, first place:
Pain Williams. Jaruce Thurmond and Deborah Boyle with
extra shot taken, second place.
A dinner was prepared and
served by Joey Williams.

KenlakeladlesGolf
The Kenlake Ladies Golf
League met at the Bill Hamnck Memorial Golf Course at
Kenlake State Resort Park on
Wednesday.
Winners were as follows:
First place - Lisa Tonn; Kay
Lockhart. second place: Helen
Tucker. third place
Betty Judah had a chap in

on hole A.
Ina Horton won closest to
the pin on hole Pi
Present were 16 ladies for
golf play. T.
Interested golf players are
invited to join the league for
play Wednesday. at 8. 15 a.m
at the park

Nash,
On Thursday, the Senior
Couples held their play.
The first place team with
a wore of 47 was Wes and
Pnscilla Holt. and Jerre!l and
Jerrell Mullins. Pnwilla had a
chip-in on hole No. 8 while Jerrell had one on hole No. 17.
The second-place team score
was 46 and consisted of Evelyn Blivin. Norm Jordan. Jerry
and Gayle Weaver. Jordan had
a chip-in on hole No. 16.

Angels Attic lists its opening hours
Angels Attic is now open
from II a m to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday.
The attic is stnving to make
the donation process for all
those who support the efforts
on behalf of Angels Clinic eas-

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Tracey at 227-587.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Lions Club to hear McGaughey

Murray Lions Club will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club house. The guest speaker will be Dr.
Robert (Doc) McGaughey from Murray State University.

ay
Alzheimer's group to meet Tuesdwill

meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education Support Group
y
Callowa
Murrayof
room
board
the
in
p.m.
at
4:30
Tuesday
County Hospital. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale,
L.S.W.. at 762-1108.

ay
Breast Cancer Group to meet Tuesd
at 6:30
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday
p.m. in the classroom of Center for Health & Wellness. For
more information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Adult and Family Education in new place
moved

GolfatSullivan's
I he Ladies 4-B411 Scramtile was held on Monday. July
16. at the Sullivan's Par 3 Golf
Course.
In first place with a score
of 52 was the team of Evelyn Blisin. Jamie Mullins.
Louise Parker and Wanda Suiter. Parker had a chip-in on
hole No 17.
The second place wore was
51 and the team consisted of
Linda Demrow, Joanne Honeranger. Loretta Mann and Kathy

TOPS Group will meet

ler
Donations are accepted at
the back door of Angels Attic
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Monday through Saturday.
The access road off Areadia has been re-opened.

Gentry House needs beds
The Gentry House. Inc .
Emergency Homeless Shelter
is in need of bunk beds. The
beds are needed in order to
provide a place for the children to sleep while in the shelter Nancy Viilliams, case manager. said "At the present time.

we only have beds to accommodate families with two children Therefore, the families
with three or four children end
up sleeping on the couch or
floor"
For more information. call
761 -6B02
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Calloway County Adult and Family Education has
to a new location in the Murray Business Center, located north
of Holiday Inn Express. The address is 1900 North 12th St.,
Suite G. and the phone number is still 759-5525. Anica Smith,
coordinator, said "we help folks brush up on their basic skills
so they can pass the GED. ACT, Compass. pre-employment
tests, help the kids in school, and just to become better educated. We also offer English as a second language classes, and
parenting classes, tips and tncks."

Adult Great Books will meet

Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight at
7 at the Calloway County Public Library. Emily Wolfson and
Jane Tngg will be the leaders for the discussion on the selection, "Distributive Justice" from the book. "A Theory of Justice" by John Rawls. All those who have read the selection
are invited to take part in the discussion.

Grief Recovery Group scheduled

Westside Baptist Church is offering a "Grief Recovery
Group" to meet each Wednesday. starting this week, from 6:30
to 8 p.m. for eight weeks at the church. Dorothy Terry Rogers,
grief recovery specialist, will lead the group. This includes
grief from death, divorce, financial, etc. To enroll call the
church at 753-8240.

CCMS plans softball tryouts

Calloway County Middle School Softball try-outs will be
Aug 9 and 10 from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the Calloway County High School softball field For more information call Coach
James Pigg a 759-2145

Extension Council will meet

Calloway County Extension Service will have its quarterly
meeting today at 7 at the extension office. All CEC members
are encouraged to attend. A program about the Cooperative
Extension Service will he presented. For information call 7531453

Support group will meet

Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129

Season pool

passes available

Season pool passes at the Murray -Calloway County Central
Park pool are now available at half price from the original
price. For more information call Mike Sykes, aquatics director. at 762-0324. Regular how's of the pool are I to 6 p.m
on Sunday and noon to 7 p.m.. Monday through Saturday.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger Times
STATE COMPETITION: F FA students from across Kentucky participated in the FFA State
Horse Judging Contest Thursday at Murray State University's Bill Cherry Exposition Center.
More than 60 students making up 14 teams took part in the competition. The local event qualifies students for the national competition to be held in Indianapolis, Ind., at the end of October.
Pictured above, Bill Sampson, a Calloway County High School teacher, works with "Dexter"
while students judge the confirmation of the horses.

Carter named director of UK
Livestock Disease Diagnostic Center
By Laura Skillman
Craig Carter, a 26-year veteran in diagnostic veterinary
' medicine, is the new director
• of the University of Kentucky
• College of Agriculture's Livestock Disease Diagnostic Center.
•
Carter, who currently serves
as epidemiology professor and
. section chief, will take over
the helm on Aug. 1 replacing
Lenn Harrison, who is retiring
after serving 16 years as director.
, - "The appointment of a
,nationally distinguished successor to Dr. Harrison at LDDC
continues our progress toward
our goal for the LDDC - to
, become a world class center
. commensurate with Kentucky's
world class animal enterprises," said Scott Smith, dean of
the College of Agnculture.
Since coming to the state
, two years ago. Carter has spearheaded the development of Kentucky's first fully integrated
animal health information and
. surveillance system which provides near real-time analysis
of health events involving animals.
This analysis is currently
conducted on information gathered at the LDDC but soon
will capture health events at
the farm level and will be integrated with information captured at the Breathitt Veteri'nary Center in Hopkinsville.
• Once validated, the system will
generate automated alerts to
the state veterinarian and other
stakeholders when statistical
thresholds are exceeded. These
alerts will allow for rapid
response to emerging diseases
as well as providing early detection of possible agri-terrorist
attacks. It also includes a
sophisticated disease mapping
application that will aid the
State Veterinarian's Office in
its emergency response to animal diseases. The system will
become fully functional in 2008.
"We are fortunate to have
Craig's expenence and abilities with animals important to
Kentucky, from cattle, poultry
and other food animals, to horses, dogs and cats," said Nancy
Cox, UK College of Agriculture associate dean for research
and Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station director.
"His information management
skills have already brought Kentucky to a new day of animal
and
surveillance
health
enhanced partnerships with the
Office of the State Veterinarian and the Breathitt Veterinary
Center"
"I look forward to working
with Dean Scott Smith and
,Associate Dean Nancy Cox.
our clients and stakeholders.
the Gluck Center. Veterinary
Science faculty and staff and
faculty and staff of the LDDC
to take the next steps to better serve Kentucky animal agnsulture and public health,"
Carter said. "We all salute Dr.
Lenn Hamson for his many
outstanding years as LDDC
'director and wish him and wife
'-'Sandra the very best in retire-'rnent."
In his first 100 days. Carter
said he plans to assess client

satisfaction in specific service
areas as well as the quality of
LDDC-client communications
and build a consensus action
plan for improvement. With
the delay in funding of the
LDDC facilities renovation and
upgrade, Carter wants to review
the budget to ensure adequate
resources are available to complete it the project.
"During the last two years,
I have gained a strong perspective of the many challenges that LDDC is facing,"
Carter said. "Veterinary diagnostic laboratories are being
asked to do so much more
with dwindling resources. We
need to better communicate the
importance of our mission. The
work done at our laboratory,
in concert with the Breathitt
lab, is directly related to the
marketability of Kentucky animal agricultural products. In
addition, we are the only ones
capable of diagnosing diseases
transmissible from animals to
humans, thereby providing a
crucial public health service
for the citizens of Kentucky."
Carter said he will work in
collaboration with many partners to ensure that the lab provides the level and quality of
diagnostic service that will
enable Kentucky animal agnculture to grow and thrive in
state, national and international markets. Significant additional resources must be committed to this, and he is committed to help find and secure
these resources.
Additionally, he plans to
review the budget for 2008
and identify any critical shortfalls that will have to be
addressed; propose and implement some fundamental organizational changes for LDDC
to enhance overall operations;
fill some cntical positions such
as the diagnostic services coordinator, virology lab supervisor, epidemiology research analyst and start a search for an
equine extension veterinarian.
Carter also hopes to quickly
approve and fill the position
of associate director of LDDC
in-house and acquire critically
needed instrumentation for toxicology, molecular biology,
serology and other laboratory
sections.
Over the longer term, his
goals are to complete a much
needed facility expansion and
upgrade. achieve full American Association of Veterinary
Laboratory
Diagnosticians
AAVLD I accreditation and join
and participate in the National Animal Health Laboratory
Network. He also plans to
review and possibly restructure the lab advisory committees to better serve LDDC stakeholders; complete a comprehensive strategic and operating plan with five-year planning projections. expand the
pathology post-doctoral scholar program to enhance pathology service and to help resolve
the national shortage of vetennary pathologists; and pursue pnvate and foundation funding for endowed faculty chairs
and endowed technician positions to help recruit and retain
the very best veterinary diag-

nosticians for the state.
Other goals are to fully
implement the statewide animal health information network
including web-based access to
clinical reports and epidemiological animal health and
zoonotic disease data. Carter
also hopes to justify and add
the necessary staffing and contingency funding to meet surge
testing demand during emerging disease outbreaks like Mare
Reproductive Loss Syndrome
(MRLS), Avian Influenza and
foreign animal diseases such
as Foot & Mouth Disease. In
addition, a solid contingency
plan needs to be in place to
deal with a possible agri-terrorist attack in the commonwealth.
Carter's skills as a communicator, his extensive laboratory experience and background
in military administration make
him a great choice to take over
the helm at the LDDC, said
David Switzer, executive director of the Kentucky Thoroughbred Association and the Kentucky Thoroughbred Owners
and Breeders Association.
"It is very important to be
able to communicate well with
constituents - the livestock producers and veterinarians," said
Switzer, who is a member of
the LDDC advisory council
and search committee member.
The diagnostic laboratory is
very important to the growing
cattle industry in the state and
needs to be a first class facility, said Dave Maples, executive vice president of the Kentucky Cattlemen's Association.
"I'm very excited with Dr.
Carter's selection." Maples said.
"We need the LDDC to be a
first class facility and we believe
he has the leadership ability
to bring this to fruition."
Carter holds several degrees,
including a doctor of veterinary medicine and a doctorate
in veterinary public health,from
Texas
A & M University.
Before joining UK, he served
in various capacities at Texas
A & M including head of the
Department of Epidemiology
and Informatics. He also was
co-founder and served as president from 1989 to 2005 of
Texas Medical Informatics
(TMI Inc.). a company that
developed and marketed medical information systems which
aid in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases for veterinary
and human medicine.
Carter has had a military
career spanning four decades
and still serves as a colonel
in the U.S. Army Reserves
overseeing and coordinating
activities surrounding training
and readiness of Reserve Vetennary Corps soldiers for overseas deployment in support of
the U.S. Army Reserve medical mission. He is a Vietnam veteran and led the first
Army Reserve veterinary unit
into Afghanistan after 9/11 and
was awarded a Bronze Star for
his leadership. Carter is currently part of a civilian advisory team that travels to Iraq
and Central Amenca to assist
in improving animal agriculture.
His hobbies are physical fitness, music and flying.

By Laura Skillman
DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.,
- New facilities at the West
Kentucky 4-H Camp are allowing campers to enjoy the companionship of horses, as well
as teaching campers the responsibilities of caring for them. This
is the first year horses have
been part of the camping program for the entire summer
and this is the only 4-H camp
to offer a horse program in
Kentucky.
The new facilities include
an outdoor working area, a
covered arena and a large storage facility. The equine program
is a cooperative effort between
the equine program in Murray
State University's School of
Agriculture and the University of Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service. 4-H volunteers along with staff from the
two universities worked together to brainstorm ideas, write
grants, secure donations and
do physical labor to develop
the program and facilities. The
bulk of the funding came from
a Kentucky 4-H Foundation
Venture Grant along with the
Kentucky Horse Council and the
Kentucky Equine Education
Program.
"About a year and a half
ago, the 4-H agents who camp
at West Kentucky voted unanimously to develop a horse
program at camp for the entire
summer," said Donna Fox, UK
extension specialist for 4-H
camps. "We partnered with
Murray State last summer for

a two-week pilot project and
it was very successful. We
knew then that we needed to
make this a fulltime program."
Fox said she thinks the facilities have far exceeded most
people's vision for the horse
program. And this is just the
beginning.
"There's already discussions
on how we can take this further and expand on these facilities to offer new and better
programming," she said. "Our
partnership with Murray State
has been wonderful."
Julie Harrison, the camp
equine instructor and Murray
State University student, said
this was her first time at 4-H
camp and she's enjoying it.
There are six horses at the camp,
five belong to Murray State University and the other is Harrison's.
"So much work and sweat
has gone into this facility to
get it ready and the campers
are so excited to have it here,"
she said. "It will be used well
into the future, and the kids
will be excited every time they
come out here. It can only get
better."
Paula Jerrell, Ballard County 4-H youth development
agent, has worked on the project since it was only a seed
of an idea.
"Horses are going to be a
big draw for camp," she said.
"It was a natural thing for us
to pursue. When you get people who are passionate about
camp and passionate about hors-

es working on a project, great
things can happen. Of course
all of us are involved to give
the kids new opportunities and
to promote the 4-H program
as a whole."
In addition to being used
for summer camp, the long
term vision for the facilities
are to have family trail rides
at the camp and for county horse
clubs to use them for workouts, she said.
Jerrell and her family have
had a lifetime love affair with
horses, and sharing that with
young people is something she
enjoys doing.
"I grew up in the 4-H horse
program and now work with
the 4-H horse program, and
my son rides as well," she
said. "This is a wonderful
opportunity to bring horses to
camp and share it with other
kids who don't have the opportunity to have a horse in their
backyard and ride whenever
they want to. It teaches responsibility and appreciation of horses as recreation and exercise.
There's also the fact that horses are one of our premiere
industries in the state so it's
important that we let people
know about that."
The West Kentucky 4-H
Camp held a ribbon cutting
recently to thank the many
people who worked to bring
the idea to fruition. Among
those attending was U.S. Rep.
Ed Whitfield.

UK scientists research opportunities
for Biomass and Hay Production
By Laura Skillman
PRINCETON,Ky. — For the
next four years scientists with
the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture will work
with farmers in northeast Kentucky on biomass production
using switchgrass, as well as
continue their work on hay
production in the region.
Changes have taken place
that make tobacco, once an
important crop in northeastern
Kentucky, a less viable income
source. As a result, farmers
have looked to other crops.
Many alternatives have been
suggested, but most require high
capital investments and have
limited market opportunities.
Biomass
production
with
switchgrass and similar crops
provides a renewable fuel alternative that works well with
existing hay production systems and equipment, said Ray
Smith, UK forage specialist
and principal investigator on
the project. In other words,
producers can produce biomass
using their existing machinery.
Through a grant from the
Kentucky Agricultural Development Board, the Kentucky Forage and Grasslands Council is
funding UK's work. The bulk
of the research will be on biomass, as they work to demonstrate the region is capable of
producing sustainable and eco-

nomical biomass crops and at
the same time, teaching production techniques to farmers
and agents with UK's Cooperative Extension Service, and
developing viable markets for
these crops. The hay portion
of the project will continue work
Smith and Tom Keene, UK
hay marketing specialist, have
been doing with producers in
the area for the past two years
on improving hay quality and
marketing opportunities.
"Biomass has huge potential for the future," Smith said.
"Our main focus on the biomass project is to find alternative energy markets for our
producers in Kentucky. We are
working with 20 farmers within a 60-mile radius of Maysville.
We chose Maysville because
East Kentucky Power has a
cofired plant there that has the
capability of burning biomass
products."
There are numerous emerging options for biomass including electrical generation in
cofired units (like the one at
East Kentucky Power in
Maysville), pellet production for
pellet fueled home heaters, and
cellulosic ethanol production.
The dilemma is that energy
companies want to be assured
of an adequate supply while
forage producers don't want to
grow something until they have

a market for it, Smith said.
This project is aimed at helping to solve those issues.
The 20 farms will each grow
five acres of switchgrass, which
Smith said is a proven biomass producer. Switchgrass will
grow on poorer soils than typical crops and has lower nitrogen and fertility requirements
while still producing high tonnage.
"The 20 farms with five acres
will give us a supply of production to work with East Kentucky Power and do work at
UK," Smith said. "It will also
give us an impetus to attract
companies who are interested
in cellulosic ethanol production. A Canadian company is
commercializing
cellulosic
ethanol production and is looking to locate plants in North
America. But they want to know
there's guaranteed supply.
"One hundred acres won't
be that much supply, but it
will be some initial feed stock,"
he said. "By working with 20
farms, however, we will be
building up the production
expertise in this area of the
state through these farmers and
county agents in the area. The
project is for four years and
hopefully by that time there
will have been enough success
shown that there will be someone ready to buy it."
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LookingBack
10 years ago
A temperature of 103 degrees
was registered on a sign of a
local business on July 21.
Twits A Adams,teacher fix Calloway County Schools, will receive
an Outstanding Teacher Award by
Pr Kern Alexander. president of
Murray State University, at the
1997 Harry M Sparks Distinguished Lecturer Seises in E:ducaPon at MSU
Jan Hough. registered and
licensed dietitian, discussed "Diet
and Good Health- at a meeting
of the Murray/Kentucky Lake
Chapter of AARP
20 years ago
Published are pictures of Members ot Four Risers Music Fnerich
who gathered at the Murray -Calloway County Park for their second annual picnic The group meets
first arid third Sundays of the
month at the Calloway County
Public Library The photos were
by Staff Photographer David luck
Bulbs reported include a boy
to Gabrielle and Michael Roberts
and a girl to Deborah and Marty
Ivy, July 17. a girl to Lyon and
Michael Williams. July 19
30 years ago
Published is a picture of A W
Simmons lr . who was Installed
as president it the Murray Rotary
Club. receiving the gavel from
Dr Ray Mofield, outgoing president Also pictured is Forrest Pridy.
new vice president of the Rotary
Club
Murray Little League All-Stari
lost 2-0 to Mayfield in the Link
league All-Stars Baseball tournament at Fulton. David McMillen
was the Murray pitcher
Dr Bill Clark Thomas was the
speaker at the annual homecomPleasant United
ing at Mt
Methodist Church, Buchanan. Term
40 years ago
Dr Henry 11 Hill, president
emeritus and currently acting pres

ident of George Peabody College
for Teachers, Nashville, Fenn., will
deliver the summer commencement address at Murray State University on Aug. 4 at 3 p.m. in
the MSU auditorium
Kent McCuiston. a member of
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of America, showed the grand champion
of Holstein Cattle 4-H and FFA
Show at the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair. Glen McCuiston's Holstein won in the fouryear old class at the show at the
fair
Births reported Include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Jerry Henry and
a boy to Mr and MIS Paul Lyons
Jr July 17.

50 years ago
Airman Second Class Wallis
Earl Perry has been assigned to
the 7th Aviation Depot Squadron
at Goose Air Base, Labrador He
is a graduate of Douglass High
School. Murray
Prof Robert Hendon of the
Agnculture Department ol Murray State College. spoke about
"Rural-Urban Relationships" at a
meeting of the Muddy Rotary
Club held at the Murray Woman's
Club house
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs James Pearce
60 years ago
Ihe Murray City Council completed negotiations for 140 parking meters to be installed in the
business session area of Murray.
City Clerk Charlie Grogan said
the order for the meters has been
placed
Rev. R.G Arterburn of Mayheld will he the speaker at the
revival Services to he held at West
Fork Baptist C'hurch Rudolph
Howard. director of music of First
Baptist Church, Murray. will direct
the music

Todaylnllistory
keeper Steve Brodie claimed to
have made a daredevil plunge
from the Brooklyn Bridge into
the Eau Riser (however, few historians believe the jump actually
occurred)
In 1914, Austriallungary issued
an ultimatum to Serbia following
the killing of Archduke Franr Ferin. the
dinand by a Serb i
dispute led to World War 1
In 1945. French Marshal Henn
Petam. who had headed the Vichy
govermnent during %Odd War II.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. July 21, the
204th day of 2007 There are IN
days left in the year
Today 's Highlight in History
On July 23, IWO, a week of
deadly race-related rioting that
claimed 41 lives erupted in Detroit
On this date
In Iggs Ulysses S Grant. the
lath president of the United States,
died in Mount McGregor. N Y,
at age tit
In I Kgb. New York saloon
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Woman wonders how to answer Pain in the neck deserves
questions about mental health
a doctor's advice
DEAR ABBY: I have recently begun using Internet dating
sites to meet guys in my community. With my busy work
and home schedules, I have
found this to be a good alternative. The problem I'm having is that some of these sites
allow
matches to
ask if you
are emotionand
ally
mentally
healthy.
my
In
case, I have
suffered
Dear Abby from depression in the
past. I have
By Abigail
been hospiVan Buren
talized for
this issue and have received
medication. At this point in
my life. I manage my depression with non-drug-related therapies. I no longer need a counselor or a therapist, and have
in place strategies for when I
feel I'm cycling downward.
How should I respond to
gentlemen who are looking for
healthy"
"emotionally
an
match? I consider myself
"recovenng* and do not take
my mental health for granted.
Your advice would be much
appreciated. -- NOT SO BLUE
IN EVERETT. WASH.
DEAR NOT SO BLUE:
The men asking about an "emotionally healthy match" should
be told that very few people
today come without some sort
of emotional baggage -- them

included And. unlike some people who are carrying steamer
trunks of baggage on their
backs, yours is manageable. If
a man gives you any argument on that, remind him that
someone who has recognized
he or she had a problem -and dealt with it -- is healthier than a person who has a
problem. is afraid to own up
to it and lets it fester.
ON,

DEAR ABBY: I am having a conflict with my granddaughter. My mother passed
away a year ago. Years ago,
she had become engaged to a
guy in the Army who gave
her an engagement ring. Mother married my father while her
fiance was away on active
duty.
My granddaughter now says
Mother told her she could have
the ring. Abby, my mother said
nothing to me about any such
promise. My granddaughter has
not spoken to mc since the
funeral. At this point, if I give
her the ring I feel I would be
buying her affection. What do
you think? -- IN A BIND IN
TEXAS
DEAR IN A BIND: You
and your granddaughter are
overdue for a frank chat. If
your mother truly intended for
her to have the ring, she should
have put it in writing. What
your granddaughter appears to
be attempting is emotional
blackmail. Giving her the ring
will not guarantee her affection or her presence in your
life.
If I were you. I'd sell the
ring. It appears to bring bad
luck to everyone connected with
went on trial, charged with treait.
•••
son (He was condemned to death.
hut his sentence was commuted I
DEAR ABBY: On MemoIn 1951, Henn Petain died in
rial Day. I attended the funerprison.
of a respected member of
al
offiIn 1952, Egyptian military
community. During the
our
Lei% led by Carnal Ahdel Nasser
motorcade from the mortuary
launched a successful coup against
to the cemetery. I noticed a
King Farouk
man who had been working
In 1977. a jury in Washington
in his garden. When he saw
D C convicted 12 Hallafi Muslims of charges stemming from
the hearse and the motorcade,
the hostage siege at three buildhe stood, bowed his head and
ings the previous March
beld his cap over his heart.
Fri; sure the man did not
know- the deceased, but his
respectful act of horionng the
person who had passed was
noticed by many and was
deeply appreciated.
We could learn a lesson
from this kind individual. A
thoughtful gesture that takes but
a few moments can, mean a
great deal to people who have
suffered such a loss. -CHARLES IN MINNEAPOLIS
DEAR CHARLES: I agree.
Years ago, the gesture of respect
you described was quite common However, in the last
decade or so, it seems to have
been forgotten. I'm for reviving it. Even if the deceased
is not known to us. taking a
moment to dwell on the fact
that none of us lives forever
can spur us to better spend
the time we are given.

DEAR DR.GOTT: My wife
has had a crick in her neck
for about four months. It isn't
a persistent pain, but there is
not a day that goes by when
it doesn't bother her. It is on
the right side, and if she makes
sudden
a
move,

It

really hurts.
She
endures it
and does not
too
seem
concerned
about going
to a doctor.
However, I
Dr. Gott
have - begun
to worry a
By
bit about it
Dr. Peter Gott not leaving.
I feel she may need medical
help from a physician. Am I
an alarmist? What do you suggest?
DEAR READER: I assume
your wife's symptom does not
reflect the possibility that you
are a pain in the neck. I won't
go down that path!
Any persistent or recurring
symptom should be investigated. Neck pain is no exception.
The pain could be caused by
a simple muscle spasm. But it
also might reflect osteoarthritis of the cervical spine or, worse
yet, disc disease in the neck.
I strongly encourage your wife
to meet with her primary care
physician to resolve this issue.
You are not an alarmist.
Rather, you seem to be a concerned and caring husband who
probably doesn't want to promote unnecessary medical attention. In your wife's case, however, professional help is appropriate. Let me know what the
doctor concludes.
To give you related information, I am sending you a

copy of my updated Health
Report "Managing Chronic
Pain."
DEAR DR. GOTT: Does.
the acidity in grapefruit con,
tribute to bladder infections? 1
enjoy eating half a grapefruit
every day, but I sometimes
experience urges to urinate with
burning sensations. My husband says this is probably due
to the grapefruit. I have asked
my doctor, and she says no.
DEAR READER: During
digestion, your half grapefruit
loses most of its acidity. Therefore, I do not believe that it
is the cause of your symp
toms.
Because low-grade urinary
infections can lead to burning.
I suggest that you have a simple urinary culture to identify
the presence of bacteria. Meanwhile, continue to enjoy your
grapefruit.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Bladder and Urinary Tract
Infections."
DEAR DR. GOIT: You
asked readers about their experiences with ginger. Here's
mine. I stopped my use of hormone-replacement therapy two
years ago. 1 found eating two
or three slices of crystallized
ginger a day has reduced my
hot flashes from a dozen a
day to maybe one or two.
Some days I have none at all.
DEAR READER: I have
received several letters from
readers who recommended ginger therapy for hot flashes.
This therapy is simple, safe
and cheap, so it meets my criteria as an effective alternative for hot flashes and, as I
have written before, motion
sickness.

ContractBridge
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•Q 6 2
•.1 7
•Al 2
•A K 7 6 2
EAST
WEST
•K 10 9 5 3
•8 4
K
VAQ10962
•9 7 6 5
•g 1
•(„) 3
• 4
SOUTH
•A .1 7
• 543
•KQ 104
•l09
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
1,
2 NT
2•
I.
NT
eight of spades.
Opening lead
History does Not record the
declarer on this hand played many
years ago, so South will have to he
remembered only by the name of
Anonymous.
East-West were playing weak
pump-overcalls. and East's twospade bid was designed only to
harass his vulnerable opponents.
West's three-heart bid was mon: of
the same thew tactics proved successful, though, because they jockeyed North-South Into a poor threenotrump contract
West led a spade, and South won

with thc jack. Declarer could see
only eight tricks, with little hope of a
ninth. He knew that if he gave up a
club trick early in the play to try to
establish the suit, the defense would
be in position to run five or six heart
tricks.
But South considered the matter
carefully and. after a while, came up
with an ingenious scheme to steal the
contract. At trick two, he led the
three of hearts'.
This apparently suicidal play
worked out just as declarer had
hoped West did not go up with the
ace of hearts, which would have settled South's hash immediately, but
made the normal play of the queen.
I sat, forced to win the trick with the
king, returned a diamond.
Declarer took it in his hand, led
the nine of clubs and ducked it to
Fast's queen. The party was now
over. East returned another diamond.
and declarer finished with 10 tricks
consisting of two spades, four diamonds and four clubs.
South bad realized that West's
heart holding could riot very well
include the A-K-Q or he would have
led the suit originally lkelarer therefore placed East with a singleton
honor, which he hoped was the king
or ace.
West could have saved the day,
of course, but how many players do
you know who would have gone up
with the ace of hearts al trick two?
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DON'T YOU Ttsitpt rr's
PossietLe FOR YOU AND
hir TO SHARE JONI'

YOU TAME THE HALF THAT
KISSE AND' I'LL, TAKE THE
HALF THAT PEEPS

•
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4"41c
4, Pi
1104,
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1 News channel
4 'I did ar
Ihniti 1
8 Gentile lover
12 Startleh arm
13 4444/nese —
14 Bohr s study
15 So-ft movie
*The — Man"
17 Toasty
19 'Hey'
20 Rozelle or
Sarnpras
21 Al in your mind
23 Pierre sat
24 Sacred notes
26 Flee hastily
29 Purplesh flower
30 Green mineral
31 Planet courses
33 SOW
35 Battery word
36 Heart otiliet
37 FA ases wonder
38 14-Ins poem
40 A moon of
Jupiter

42 Rock band
crew member
44 Ferber or Best
46 Price we
48 Latch onto
49 Royal decree
50 Respiratory
organ
52 Rants husband
54 &Nerd stick
55 Denali
56 Coin receiver
57 Make mistakes
DOWN
I Riding whips
2 Appointed
3 Russian veto
word
4 Senonta s aunt
5 Tearer
6 Bad airier,
once
7 Bedside noise
g Farnay member
9 Extra has
0 Monkey with
11 InsuranOs up

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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7-230 2007 urvied Feature Synthcale Inc
16 Understands
(2 oda )
le Level matter
21 Sporty
vehicles
22 Aipisca kin

25 Hall-of-Famer
Mel —
27 Lemon *Ink
28 Avg size
29 More up to it
30 Wrote
hurnedly
31 Caviar
32 Garden planting
33 Tow-away
34 Bauxite or
gallons
36 Varmint
38 Mine° of old
tIns
39 Bloodhound
dues
40 Provoke
41 Cisco kid
movie
43 Give the eye
45 Casino oubes
46 Poultry product
47 Feel under par
49 Raid the fridge
51 — flaws
53 Meg. peke
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BuRGETT LEAVES

MSU; RACERS IN
RUNNING FOR TOP
HOOPS TALENT
As another lazy summer day
clicks off the calendar, the 2007
football season draws closer
and closer.
Exactly one month from
tomorrow, bitter crosstown
counterparts Murray High and
Calloway County will meet at
Ty Holland Stadium to kick off
the local high school campaign.
Mere days later, the Murray
State Racers will begin play at
in-state rival and emerging
Division 1-A powerhouse
Louisville.
Local
fans are
already
•
beginning to
get their
first sights
of the
•
pigskin, as
the Tigers
Lakers
kicked off
SidelinesandBy Scott
preseason
Nanney
practice last
week, and
Sports
several
Editor
Racers have
been seen
recently conducting individual
workouts on the new artificial
surface at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Head coach Matt Griffin's
second MSU squad will begin
fall camp in earnest on Aug. 6,
as the Racers try to improve on
last season's 1-10 mark.
So get ready to put away
those bathing suits and beach
balls. Football's almost here!
Burgett Out: One player
who won't be with the Racers
when camp opens is senior free
safety Jay Burgett, who recently
informed the MSU coaching
staff that he would forego his
final year of eligibility to pursue other interests.
The 6-foot. I 95-pound
Mayfield product recorded
three total tackles in 10 games
as a junior last fall.
Burgett becomes the second
player this month to leave the
program, as rising sophomore
receiver Shane McCleskey was
dismissed last week after being
charged with a felony for his
involvement in an incident in
an Atlanta suburb near his
hometown of Woodstock, Ga.
Elite Company: If the news
from one college sports website
is correct, the Murray State
men's basketball team is among
a number of elite suitors for a
top forward prospect.
Recruiting analyst Van
Coleman of cstv.com and hoopmasters.com reported last week
On the CSTV websitc that the
Racers are pursuing 6-foot-7.
205-pound wing forward Justin
Brownlee of Tifton, Ga.
Brownlee. who will be
attending Patterson School in
Lenoir. NC.. this fall, also has
Arizona. California. Florida
State, Georgia, Kansas,
Memphis and Minnesota listed
among his favorites
One In 300 Million: The
hometown newspaper of firstyear Murray State women's
head basketball coach Jody
Adams — The Cleveland
(Tenn.) Daily Banner — recently reported an interesting fact
about the former Tennessee
Lady Vol standout.
According to an article in
the July I edition of the Daily
Banner. Adams holds a unique
distinction, being the only person among 300 million
Americans who has played for
both the winningest college
basketball coach of all time and
the winningest high school basketball coach in the United
States
Of course, Adams played for
the legendary Pat Summitt at
Tennessee, where she helped
the l..,ady VoIs to four SEC
cbalsznships and the 1991
nati
title. After secunng her
II See ADAMS, 28

ATLANTA (AP) —
Skip
Schumaker insists he's not a home
run hitter. At least for one night
though, he was.
Schumaker hit a two-run home
run and Scott Rolen added a threerun homer in the 10th inning to give
the St. Louis Cardinals a 7-2 win
over the Atlanta Braves on Sunday
night.
Schumaker, who entered the game
in the eighth inning as a pinch-hitter,
drove an 0-1 pitch from Tyler Yates
(2-2)over the right-field fence for his
second homer. It came after Aaron
Miles singled to open the inning.
Schumaker is 17-for-33 (.515) in
AP July and increased his batting averSkip Schumaker (55) celebrates with Cardinals' age to .315.
"I'm definitely not a power hitter.
teammate Aaron Miles (12) after hitting a two-run
When I hit them, it's pretty much
homer against the Braves during the 10th inning luck,"
Schumaker said.
of Sunday night's game in Atlanta.
"I was just happy it stayed fair. I

CARNOUSTIE, Scotland
(AP) — As Padraig Harrington
scampered around the 18th
Padraig Harrington became the
first Irishmen in 60 years to win
green, posing for pictures with
the claret jug by beating Sergio
the claret jug and wearing a
bewildered smile, a tiny sliver of Garcia in a four-hole playoff.
rainbow poked out from the
clouds above the Scottish coast.
Rounds
It was a magical bit of timing, 1st 69
considering the week of relent2nd 73 Hotel 3
5.,
los gloom, and all the more SIP 66
67 Hole 16 3(6) 5(8)
4th
appropriate under the circumPar
-4 Hole 17 4(10) 4(12)
stances. Somehow, a guy who
Total 277 Hole 18 5(15) 4(16)
plopped not one, but two balls
$85 millton; £6.2 million
into a creek at the 72nd hole of
the British Open was now reaping the glory.
By all rights, Harrington
should have been another lean
Van de Velde.
Instead, he'll go down as the
Open champion.
"There were so many things
going through my head,"
Harrington said after Sunday's
gut-wrenching playoff victory,
having endured enough ups and
Harrington's not sure he
downs to fill a career. "A huge could have handled
the alternaamount of it was genuine tive.
shock."
"The one thing I never, ever
Harrington wasn't the only let in my head was that I'd lost,"
one trying to figure out what the Irishman said. "It would
happened.
have been incredibly hard to
How about Sergio Garcia, take. To come so close and not
denied of his first major title yet to
win ..."
again after starting the day with
He surely recalls what hapa three-shot lead and going to pened to Van de Velde, who hasthe 18th hole merely needing a n't come close to contending in
par to clinch it? How about another major since he went to
Andres Romero, a little-known
the last hole of the '99 Open
Argentine who sank an astonish- with a three-stroke lead, facing
ing 10 birdies and had the lead this same diabolic course. He
with two holes to go, only to
threw it all away with a triple
buckle under the intense pres- bogey, which included a shot
sure?
into the very stream that would
Seventy-two holes weren't gobble up Harrington twice.
enough.
Not
at
Crazy
The Frenchman also got a
Carnoustie. Four more were second-chance playoff, but he
required before it was all sorted was merely a spectator his next
out, the prize going to a golfer
time through the 18th hole, clapwho simply refused to believe
ping forlornly as Paul Lawrie
he could lose, even after he
claimed a win that should have
knocked one shot into the Barry
been Van de Velde's.
Burn, then another.
Eight years later, Harrington

knew I hit it pretty good, but I was Pujols, who appeared to be favoring
yelling at it to stay fair," he said of his right side (oblique) before hitting
the high fly that just dropped into the the home run.
stands at the 330-foot mark a couple
"It's fine. It wasn't bothering me.
of feet inside the foul pole.
You think I would be swinging like
"It was awesome," said Albert that (hit home run) if it was?" he
Pujols, who tied the game at 2 with said.
his 22nd home run in the eighth, a
Jones drove in a run with a double
solo shot off Rafael Soriano.
and Kelly Johnson hit a solo home
"We needed that. He (Schumaker) run to give Atlanta an early 2-0 lead.
obviously came up big for us," he
St. Louis got within 2-1 in the
said.
sixth on an RBI groundout by
"You can't make a mistake to a Encamacion.
hitter the caliber of Albert Pujols and
"We blew too many games this
expect to get away with it," Atlanta's homestand," said Atlanta manager
Chipper Jones said.
Bobby Cox of the 5-5 run at Turner
Pujols
walked
following Field that ended Sunday night.
Schumaker's homer and Juan
"We could have had a dynamite
Encarnacion followed with a single, homestand. A couple of clutch hits
knocking out Yates. Rolen hit his here and there, a little better pitch
fifth homer off Oscar Villarreal, a location," he said.
drive over the left-field fence.
Jason Isnnghausen (4-0) picked
"It was a huge win for us," said up the win with four strikeouts.

AP
Padraig Harrington of Ireland holds the British Open trophy after beating Spain's Sergio Garcia
in a playoff on Sunday in Carnoustie, Scotland.
wrote a different script. He
birdied the first playoff hole to
take a two-stroke lead over
Garcia that endured the rest of
the way.
Neither of them had to worry
about Tiger Woods, who came to

Carnoustie seeking his third
straight Open title but never
seriously challenged on the final
day. He finished five strokes
back, in a tie for 12th.
When Harrington came to
No. 18 in the playoff, still up by

two strokes, he didn't attack
with a driver as Van de Velde
foolishly did. He played it safe
off the tee, laid up in front of the
burn, got it onto the green, sent a
long putt 3 feet past the cup, and
rolled that one in for a bogey.

Coach dies after begin struck by line drive
FORMER CARDINAL
COOLBA UGH VICTIM
OF TRAGIC ACCIDENT
NORTH LITTLE ROCK. Ark. I API
— Tulsa Drillers coach Mike Coolhaugh
died after being struck in the head by a
line drive as he stood in the first-base
coach's box dunng a game.
The Texas League game was suspended in the ninth inning Sunday after the
35-year-old former maior leaguer was hit
by a foul hall off the bat of Tino Sanchez
of the Arkansas Travelers. Coolbaugh
was taken to Baptist Medical CenterNorth Little Rock. where he was pronounced dead
"It's a tragedy for all of baseball.Drillers president Chuck Lamson told the

Tulsa World in a story posted on the
newspaper's Web site early Monday. "He
just joined the staff and was a former
Driller player. Our thoughts and prayers
go out to his family."
Travelers spokesman Phil Elson said
Coolbaugh was either hit on the right side
of his head or on the forehead and fell to
the ground immediately. According to a
report on the Drillers' Web site late
Sunday. Coolbaugh was knocked unconscious and CPR was administered to him
on the field.
Sgt. Terry Kuykendall, spokesman for
North Little Rock police. said Coolbaugh
was still alive when he was put in an
ambulance, but stopped breathing as the
ambulance arnved at the hospital
-They tried to resuscitate him, but he
was pronounced dead at 947 p m
Kuykendall said

C'o()lbaugh played 44 games in the
major leagues for the St. Louis Cardinals
and Milwaukee Brewers over two seasons. Coolbaugh joined the Tulsa staff on
July 3 as a batting coach. He played for
the team briefly in 1996.
Tulsa is the Colorado
Double-A affiliate.
Drillers first basemen Aaron Rifkin
said recently that Coolbaugh's coaching
style had already helped the team.
"He came in and didn't try to change
guys, just fine-tune what they were
doing. He's been great for me," Rifkin
told the Tulsa World.
A native of Binghamton, N.Y.,
Coolbaugh went to high school in San
Antonio and was drafted in 1990 by the
Toronto Blue Jays in the 16th round.
He played third base and bounced
around the minors for a decade, before

reaching the major leagues for the first
time with in 2001 with the Brewers. He
played 39 big league games that season
and five for the Cardinals in 2002. He hit
two home runs in 70 major league atbats.
Coolbaugh's older brother. Scott, also
played 167 major league games over
parts of four seasons with Texas, San
Diego and St. Louis in the early 1990s.
The Travelers, an Angels affiliate, led
7-3 at the time the game was suspended
with no outs and a runner on first in the
top of the ninth inning. Officials said a
date and time for finishing the game had
not yet been chosen.
C'oolbaugh is survived by his wife,
Mandy, and two young sons, Joseph and
Jacob, all of San Antonio. Mandy
Coolbaugh is expecting another child in
October.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

MILWAUKEE (API
Barry Bonds' pursuit of the
home run record will resume
hack in San Francisco on
Monday night.
Bonds has 753 home runs.
two from tying Hank Aaron's
record, and will have the chance
to make history back home in
the Bay Area where he's hit so
niany of his milestone home
runs.
Bonds' teammates are eager
for him to break the record not
only for the slugger's sanity, but
so everybody will have a semblance of normalcy again. The
media horde was huge at Miller
Park this weekend, and it will
too get bigger hack home.
"With the group of guys we
have and guys who have been
around. I don't see it making a
big change," right fielder Randy
Winn said of the added attention. "It's always fun to play in
that kind of atmosphere"
Bonds was held out of the
Giants' 7-5 loss Sunday in the
series finale against the
Milwaukee Brewers, though
manager Bruce Bochy almost
used his slugger to pinch hit.
Bonds started just three of
serer] games during San
Francisco's trip. Bonds went a
0-for-6 with three walks — one
intentional --- and two strikeouts
in the first two games of the
series in the city where Aaron
started and finished his 23-year
career

Bonds, who turns 43
Tuesday, will likely play five or
six
games
during
San
Francisco's -upcoming sevengame homestand -- including
Monday night's senes opener
against the Atlanta Braves.
In his first season as San
Francisco's skipper alter 12
years with the NI. West rival
Padres. Hoch), spoke to Bonds
in the batting cage this weekend
and realued just how thrilling
the retied will he.
"Sometimes you fuse
remind younielf you're standing
by who is going to be the alltime home run leader,.. fitichy
said. "Sure, that is something
you not only think about hut
appreciate. ... It's going to he
pretty special when it happens
Barry should get the attention
he's getting
Tlw Biases are another one
of the Hammer's tonnei teams
the first three games with
Atlanta are night games. tollowed by a 4 p iii PDT start
thursday Sunday's finale with
the Honda Marlin% is the only
early afternoon contest.
Bochy said at the beginning
of this trip that he no longer
planned to play Bonds in day
games following night games,
hut the seven-time MVP
appeared in the Giants' victories
faith Friday night And Saturday
afternotin
"We'll sec how the games
Bochy said 44 the home.
anti
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TV Schedule
Today
SUUOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
•p
Bow., sit Lhavam.and
E SPIV
a at.
E SPSO
Soros at San iranosco

THE CHAMPS!: Ramey All-State Insurance recenity captured the 2007 Bronco League's
regular-season and postseason tournament championships. Team members and
coaches pictured include (front row, from left) Jordan Kendall, Jay Roth, Logan Foster, Jackson
Willie, (middle row) Wyatt Frame, Joe Farley, Eric Wann, Daniel Costello, Adam
Melton,
Hogan Sullivan, John Ramey and (back row) coaches Dan Wann, Rick Melton
and David
Ramey.

.U.ROUNDUP

Yankees keep scoring
against Rays in rout
By The Associated Press
The New York Yankees spent
the weekend taking what
appeared to be extended baiting
practice against Tampa Bay
pitchers.
The Yankees had 25 hits.
reaching 20 in consecutive
games for the first time in more
than 100 years in a 21-4 rout of
the Devil Rays on Sunday. On
Saturday. the Yankees had 20
hits in a 17-5 win that finished
off a day -night doubleheader
sweep
"I've never seen an!,thing
like it.- Yankees manager Joe
Torre said. "Even in batting
practice you don't get hits every
time you swing the bat"
Recently tailed up rookie
Shelley Duncan homered twice,
including a three-run dnve that
capped a 10-run fourth inning.
and Alex Rodrigue/, batting
with sunglasses on a sunny
afternoon, hit his minor leagueleading 14th homer and No. 498
of his career
['kick! Matsui. Bobby Abreu
and Robinson Cato ASO home'
red to give the Yankees six home
runs in a game for the tiro time
in two years.
Matsui tied his regular-season high with five hits, And
esery Yankees starter had a hit, a
run and an RBI
"I think after a doubleheader
it was impressise.- Rodriguei
said "After a doubleheader, I
was wondering how we were
going to respond"
The Yankee., a season-best
fuse games iiSti .500 and 7 1/2
games behind AL East-leading
Boston, took three of four from
the Des Rays. hitting .4418 in
the series with 49 runs. 62 hits
and II homers. According to the
Elia• Sports Bureau. the

American League
East Division
W
L
GB
Boston
—
59 39
New York
51 46
7 1/2
Toronto
48 50
11
Baltimore
44 53
14 1/2
Tampa Bay
'21
38 60
Central Division
W
L
GB
—
Detroit
58 38
Cleveland
1
58 40
Minnesota
51 47
8
asicatio
15 1/2
43 54
Kansas City
151/2
43 54
West DIvlekin
W L
08
Los Angeles
57 40
—
Seattle
54 41
2
Oakland
48 52
11 1/2
Texas
42 56
151/2
Sunday's Games
Kansas City 5, Detroit 2
N V Yankees 21, Tampa Bay 4
Toronto 8. &same 0
Boston 8, Chicago White Sox 5
L A Angels 7 Minnesota 2
Baltimore 2 Oakland 0
Cleveland 8 Texas 3
Today's Gaines
Boston (Lester 0-0) at Cleveland
(Westbrook 1-5) 6 05 p m
Minnesota (J Santana 11-7) at Toronto
(Marcum 5-4). 607 pm
N V Yankees (Clemens 2-4) at Kansas
City (Perez 5-8). 7 10 pm
Detroit (Mira 5-3) at Chicago White
Sox (Buehne 7-5), 7. 11 pm
Seattle (Ramirez 5-2) at Texas
(Millwood 6-8), 7 35 p m
Oakland (Gaudin 8-5) at L A Angels
(Colon 6-5) 905 p m
Tuesday's Games
Detroit (Bonderman 10-11 at Chicago
White Sox (Vazquez 7-51 1.05 pm 1st
game
Detroit (IBA) at Chicago White Sox
(Meager 0-1) 711 pm 2nd game
Seattle (Feierabencl 1-3) at Texas (Loe
.5-8) 0 05 p m , 1st game
Seattle (Washburn 8-7) at Texas
(Rheirteclusr 0-0). 7 35 p m , 2nd game
Boston (Matsuzaka 11-7) at Cleveland
(Sabathia 13-4) 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Kazmor 7-6) at Baltimore
ID Cabrera 6-10) 6 05 P m
Minnesota(Baker 4-3) at TOCOC110
(McGowan 6-5). 607 pm
N V Yankees (Wang 10-5) at Kansas
City iElarlon 2-3), 7 10 p m
Oakland (DiNardo 4-6) at L A Angels
(Escobar 11-3). 905 p m

SportsBriefs
•Calloway County Middle School's softball team MI hold tryouts
Field. For more

Aug. 9-10 from 330 to 5 p m both days at Lady Laker
information. contact James Pigg at 759-2145.

II The Calloway County Middle School football team will begin preseason practice on Thursday. A meeting for parents will be held
In the
CCMS gymnasium at 6 p.m.. followed by the first practice session from

6.30 to 8. Schedules and other information

will be provided at the meeting. Free sports physicals for the team will be available on July
21 and
July 28 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information, contact Laker coach Troy Webb at 293-3623.

AP

Shelly Duncan, brother of St Louis Cardinals outfielder Chris
Duncan. hits a solo home run against Tampa Bay during the
sixth inning of Sunday's game at Yankee Stadium. It was the
rookie Duncan's third homer in two days since being called up
from the minor leagues.
Yankees franchise last had hack to-back 20-hit games on Aug. 23
and 25. 19)2, when the team
was playing in Baltimore
"When you have a big day
like this, you can't feel content."
Duncan said.
New York is 9-3 since the
All-Star break, playing two
series with Tampa Bay around
one with Toronto, and is sched-

SO(*(

uled for 16 more games against
teams with losing records before
tnp to Cleveland on Aug. 10.
In other AL games, it was:
Kansas City 5, Detroit 2;
Toronto 8, Seattle 0: Boston 8,
Chicago 5: Los Angeles 7,
Minnesota 2: Baltimore 2.
Oakland 0; and Cleveland K.
Texas 3.

•The first Eagle Open non-sanctioned tennis tournament will be
held. beginning Aug. 17, at the Graves County High School
courts in
Mayfield The tournament will be played on Aug. 17 & 18, with
possible
extended play on the afternoon of Aug 19
Divisions will be open for boy youth and adult players. The participation cost is $20 for singles players and $30 for doubles teams. A sign-In
will be held on tournament day at the GCHS courts. For more
information, contact Kim Simmons at 247-2515 or by
e-mail at
p reskate wk.net.

TOUR DE FRANCE

Contador's stage win
resembles Armstrong

PLATEAU DE BEILLE.
France (API — Alberto
Contador looked a lot like Lance
Armstrong. tearing away in a
mountaintop finish and outsprinting his chief rival to win
the 14th stage of the Tour de
France
In Contatior, the Discovery
Channel team may have found a
successor to the seven-time Tour
winner in the year the team's
sponsorship deal runs out.
Kuicher. Jim Caney and Jenny
"I'm certain f'ontatior will
Ma'arthy stopped to pose for win the Tour in the future,"
the throng of international Discovery's sporting director
paparaz.z.i.
Johan Bruyneel said.
The Ileckhams arrived with
Contador was toe-to-toe with
f'rutse, accompanied by his race leader Michael Rasmussen
wife. Katie Holmes, and Smith, when the pair neared the summit
with his wife. lad& Pinkett of the 122-mile ride from
Smith. C'ruise flew in from Mazzinet to Plateau de Beille on
Germany, where he is shooting Sunday. having distanced themhis newest film, "Valkyrie."
selves from nvals Cadet Evans.
For the Bntish Beckhams, it Levi Letpheimer and Andreas
was a taste of classic Kloedenthe in the first of three
Hollywood. A red carpet was tortuous Pyrenees stages.
rolled out at the entrance A
Then. with 200 meters left.
small army of police patrolled Contatior sized up Rasmussen.
streets for blocks, keeping Mack his move down the right,
gawkers at a distance.
boxed the Dane in next to the

Beckhams welcomed at L.A. party
LOS ANGELES (API
Da% id
Beckham
moat ts
Hollywood oars the %JIM' ‘..
he draws defenders on the '.s,.
ter field In large numbers
A glittery array of actors and
entertainment world luminaries
turned out Sunday fca what Was
billed as an official welcome-toI.°. Angeles party for the international soccer icon and his
wile, Victoria Beckham.
With Toni Cruise and Will

CASTLEMAN TIRE
REPAIR, INC.
"Srorvtrig Mr Area it, Over 50 Years'
1111111 INN 21. 121
Ihrylisld •247-2246
22.4.1.v • Friday • ill s.a.-Sile p.sm.

TIRES
• NIic h4,11n •Goodyear •Dayton

•Toyo •Rreetone *Yokohama

GREAT SERVICE
•Alignment
•Transmission Rush
*Brakes
•Cooiont flush
•Shocks .Struts
*Bolts Hoses
4.01 Luba a Met.AC Service

National League
East Division
W
L
GB
_
New Yon,
55 43
Manta
52 47
31/2
Philadelphia
50 48
5
Flonda
48 51
7 1/2
Washington
42 56
13
Central Division
W
L
GB
Milwaukee
56 43
—
Chicago
51 46
3 1/2
.. .45 50
St Louis
8 1/2
Houston
42 56
13
Pittsburgh
41 56
13t/2
Cincinnati
41 58
14 1/2
West Division
W
L
GB
Los Angeles
55 44
—
San ramp
53 44
1
Arizona
52 48
3 1/2
Colorado"49 49
5 1/2
San Francisco
41 55
121/2
Sunday's Scores
Florida 9, Cincinnati 3
Houston 1 Pittsburgh 0
Washington 3 Colorado 0
Milwaukee 7 San Francisco 5
Arizona 3, Chicago Cubs 0
Phitaciatunia 9. Sari Diego 0
NY Mets 5. LA Dodgers 4, 10 innings
Si Louts 7. Atlanta 2 10 borsnds
Today's Games
Milwaukee ICapuano 5-6) at Cincinnati
(Harang 10-2) 6-40LAse-L A Dodgers (Billingsley 6-0) at
Houston (Sampson 7-6). 705 p m
San Diego imaodux 7-7) at Colorado
(Francis 10-5). 8 05 pm
Florida (Willis 7-9) at Arizona (Davis 610) 840pm
Atlanta (Smoitz 9-5l at San Francisco
(Cam 3-11) 9 15 p m
Tuesday's Gamuts
Washington !Bergmann 2-5) at
Philadelphia (Kendrick 4-1), 605 p m
Pittsburgh iSnell 7-7) at N Y Mets
(Maine 10-51. 6 10 p.m
Milwaukee (Gallardo 2-1) at Cincinnati
(Belisle 5-6) 6 10 p m
LA Dodgers (Hendrickson 4-5) at
Houston (Jennings 1-6), 7.05 P m
Chicago Cla)6 (Zambrano 12-7) at St
Louis(K Wens 4-12). 7 10 p m
San Diego (Young 9-3) at Colorado
(Jimenez 0-0). 806 pm
Florida (Mitre 4-4) at Arizona
(L Hernandez 5-6) 8 40 p m
Atlanta (T Hudson 10-Slat San
Francisco (Morns 7-6) 9 15 pm

Smith playing co-hosts for the
invitation-only hash at the
Museum of Contemporary Art's
Geffen Contemporary gallery,
the guest list was long and deep
Ron Howard and producer
Bnan Graier NM among the
first to arnve Brooke Shields
was there. Eva Longona showed
up. followed by -American
creator Simon Fuller, who
managed the Spice Gids pop
group that, made Victoria
Beckham famous
Wesley Snipes and Quincy
Jones came to welcome the soccer %tar, as did Bruce Willis,
Demi Moore and Ashton

barriers, and left him behind.
It seemed like a replay ot
Armstrong's winning ride up to
Le Grand Bomand in 2004 in
the Alps.
Armstrong had dropped his
teammate Floyd Landis after
he'd slogged for him up the
hills, and then the American
overtook Kloeden at the top of
the final ascent just as the two
turned into a corner. Armstrong
stormed past him and fist pumped gleefully at the line.
Contador pounded his fist
twice on his heart after winning
in 5 hours. 25 seconds. 48 seconds. And closing to within 2:23
of Rasmussen.
-This is the Tour de France
You don't give any presents,"
Rasmussen said. -The Plateau
tie Bettie is not something you
give away.Even
Bruyneel
feels
Contador has exceeded expectations. Bruyneel once sent
Armstrong an e-mail shortly
before the 1999 Tour predicting
that Armstrong would he on the
Tour podium

•Adams
From Page 1B
record seventh national championship in the spnng. Sumenin's
all-time record now stands at an
unhelies able 947-180
Before taking the not* for
Summitt. Adams spent her prep
areer under the tutelage of for
met Bradley Central coaching
great Jim Smiddy. who finished
a 45-year coaching resume with

1.217 wins and Just 206 losses
attendance figures in college
He guided the ('leveland. Tenn. basketball for the 2006-07 seaschool to five state champison were posted by schools
onships and two unofficial
located in the southeast region.
national crown.
Of course. Kentucky topped
Basketball Crazy: The
the list, leading the nation in
southeast, which has traditionattendance tir the I I th time in
ally been known as football
12 years with an average crowd
countn, is also a Mecca for tot- of 21.421 fans per game.
lege haskethall
Fellow hoops blueblood North
In data recently released by
Carolina was third 120.6931.
the N('AA. four of the top five
Tennessee — riding the wave

of emotion created by coach
Bruce Pearl — was fourth
119,6611 and Louisville was
fifth 118.4881.
The only non-southeastern
school in the top five was
Syracuse, which ranked second
(21.516) while playing in the
cavernous f'arner Dome --- the
largest on-campus facility in the
nation.
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010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
060
102
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
166
ISO

Law 1,1011.
160661
Pereansis
Innencisl
floosames Vilineed
Last And'mod
Molip Wooled
haglike Weriled
Domestic I Crimean
Buenas. Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appmom Parts
WWII To Buy
Arncies For Sate
APPliences
Homo Furnishings
Antique.
Lawn A Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
200
266
300
320
330
340
3430
370
350
360
410
425

Fenn Equipment
hteevy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Finstrood
Magical
Noble Hone Lots For Sale
lgo011e Horns. For Sere
WON Homes For Rem
Mobil* Monte Lots For Rent
Business Renege
Apartments For Rom
Acorns For ham
/Sousse For Rent
Storage Rentals
COTTNITCOI Property
Pets AI Supple.
UV4410CIt a Supplies
Public See
Lend For Bent or Lease

43C
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
460
466
490
495
500
510
520
530
540
570

Bed blame
Lake Property
LIAS For Sale
Late For Rent
Fanns For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Ssie
Motorcycles a Arc.
Auto Parts
Sport Utley Vehicles
Used Cars
Vane
Used Bucks
Campers
Sods I Yoh=
Services Offered
FTOB Cohan
Totecco ISuPS41•4

$825 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Aiis Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$335 • r column inch extra for Monde ISho • • i Guide)
5I
1,

\lt,5

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 2p wards $.49 each
Additional Consecutive pays: 5.22 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)
13.00 extra for blind box ads.

••••• v.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

1/2
1/2
1/2

iings

LAO
Men

Lseal
Wilke

GB

Al)N'ERT1SINC SALES

INVITATION TO BID
The Murray Police Department will receive sealed
bids for a Nikon NPL-352 Total Work Station.
Sealed bids are to be marked: "BID - TOTAL STATION" and delivered to the City Clerk's office by
2:00 p.m. local time on Monday, August 6, 2007.
Specifications are available at the City Clerk's office
located at 104 North 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071.
The City of Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to reject any and all bids
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Interested applicants must apply II%
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LISA'S Turbo Tanning
n Mayfield has 2
booths for rent $50.00
week each. (270)2478008 or 705-1521
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
theft own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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Complete Formal Wear Hrtadquarters

LW and Found
male
LOST:
Dachshund. Black with
brown near eye. tail &
paws No collar. Last
Coles
seen:
Rd.
Campground
7/18/07. 293-0232
060
tisip Wailed
A child needs you!
Become a foster parent up to 536/clay
270-443WKUMFS
9004
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky Apply in
person at Brdthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOFJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
CHILD care center
seeking experienced
help Afternoons and
day shift available
Apply in person at
1406-B N 12th St.
Murray.

instructor
DANCE
teach
to
needed
Thniter dance Cal Sue
at 761-3737
FEMALE student in
wheelchair looking for
a mime care attendant, Duties include
Assistance with ShawOf, dressing. errands,
etc Must be flexible
have clean driving
record Some travel
required Expeinence
preferred but WI train
right person Meese
send resume to PCA

Po

Box

23267.

Owensboro KY 42304
or

*sharp0yahoo corn

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage am
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
10 johnetwork.com
By. default.
Murray and local ph
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the iobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have an
questions regarding
the Mum) area
lob listings Thank you
Foster
ENJOY
reward
Parenting,
yourself by making a
difference Call 1-86630-NECCO
EXPERIENCED lead
carpenters. Two needed: tools and transrequired
portation
Calhoon Construction,
LLC. Contact Casey
Parker-Bell 761-6790
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week
S9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1 -888-974-JOBS or
tinvw.113889741obs.co
HUMANE Society of
Marshall County is
seeking a part-time
worker
kennel
Office/computer experience and good corn
Aiunication skills a
plus Apply at Lakeland
Animal Hospital, 2044
US.Highway 641N
Benton, KY
IMMEDIATE opening
for a full time marketing position Must be
dependable, enthusiastic & detail onenten
Phone skills a plus
Salary plus bonuses
CaN 753-3920 between
hours of 10:00am
4:00prn
Customer
NEEDED
SONIC° Representative
Peco Displays is look
ing for a professions'
individual with excel•
I `
lent phone and SA .
skills Duties inch. •
sales, service, and
shipping of customer
orders Send resume
and 2-references to
Peco Displays, P0
Box 363. Murray. KY
e-mail
or
42071
info0pecoproducts co
PART time help needed at Charlie's Antique
Mall Must be available

to

work

weekends.

Apply wi person. 303
Main Street, Hazel

ertising Sales Position
Itirra Ledger & Times
P.O. Bus 1040-Z,
Murray, KY 42071
\II I 1111•114)11)0minn) I HIPI"‘

ci

•Ie/Mie.../MOMM•

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
HOSPITAL

COUNTY

Taking healthcare new plarec

741,

Applications available online
www.murrayhospitaLorg
e-mail resume to:

Ilfoley@murrayhospital.org
WE TRULY SPECIALIZE 1N \tit
EOE

Immediate opening for
an orthopedic surgical
technician to assist in a
very busy orthopedic
practice. Job requirements
would include first and
second assisting in surgery,
surgery scheduling, and
assisting in office
procedures. The candidate
should have a knowledge
of sterile technique and
experience in surgical
assisting

0411 1MS OF
tt
•,

0°0 Fixed Bonus Annuity
1st year guarantee 14 .!
Great alternative to a CD

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Set up Pre-Thana Trust,

Call me today
Ron Sallin
759-1565 Cell 210-2533

Commercial Waste
Disposal

as 1400485-6033

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Oumer,
likactseaLaUal Frsheir .-.Ftlyare/

Whirlpool

(lb ei5
--

MIN

0Kilt KC.

Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

TRAVIS ASPHALT

228-9392
492-8191

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

270-733-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

All Types of Refuse Service

TN LiC *58393 • KY LicICE50221 ME9837

Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!

verfrontweless

Store Manager
Venzon
Cellular.
American
authorized
Wireless' largest
retailer in Tennessee is looking
for ambitious, articulate, and
experienced store manager for
their Benton, KY location to represent the best products, network
and programs in the communication industry. Communication and
negotiation skills plus customer
service, marketing and sales
experience a must. Commission based positions with top financial
potential_ Excellent compensation plan and medical benefits

Send resume to:
jsillsaamericancellular.net

Going on
Vacation?
Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
When you corne bock
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, loners
to the editor, the
obituones and editorials
Well deliver your

"Vocation Pak"
when you radian

Adecco
11.11010111111rt

ADECCO IS NOW HIRING for INDUSTRIAL and CLERICAL positions. Complete an
online application at: hnps://eapp.adecco.com.
rip code 42001 You MUST call 800-4039970 when completed. Industrial positions
require onsite drug screening

— PREPLANNING —

Avoid inflationary cost.

RN or LPN needed for
busy medical practice.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-X, Murray.
KY 42071

year, and
everybody wants to get
out of Ihe house But
bailors' you go lust make
simple phone call and
osk For -Vocahon Pok
That way you won't
miis a single thing

FUN IMP IN CLAIM FLUNG FOR MY CLIENTS

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

or Friday.

Ii, that hme of

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A; 8131 on
Part B. Call me for more information

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Or
Please forward resume,
credentials and references to:
1015 Kelley Dr.
Suite 200
Paris, TN 38242
or Fax (731) 642-8679

stiWIFMANT

4.55-VOR N1RJS
I 401N-X74767

Si) I bruise Transportation • Airport Service • Certified Driven

Murray Calloway County Hospital
has an opening for the following positions.

MCCH offers competitive wages with a
competitive fringe benefit package. You
may send your resume to:
Attn: Human Resources
Linda Foley
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax: (270) 762-1905

- —

3114 Bain NC
Murray. K5 11071
12741,75h5.60

RECEPTIONIST SALES CLERK needed three to five days
per week. Apply in person at Stone-Lang
Medical, 210 South
on
12th
Street.
Monday. Wednesday,

Administrative RN Supervisor - Part Time
Certified Athletic Trainer - Full Time
Paramedic - Full Time
Hospice RN - PRN

Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

Medical clerk for busy
physicians office.
Resposibilities include
data entry. answenng
phone, making appt.
w/benefits.
Send resume: P.O.Box 1040-0 Murray.
KY 42071
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

INSURANCE

fitra's Labp4)
''

Please Reply to
Nationwide Insurance
201 North 5th Street
Murray. KY 42071

STEVE \IDMER
m

n prein the
from
meet1 and
I, con-

INSURANCE
Customer Service Western KY and
Northwestern TN Rapidly expanding
insurance agency
needs new customer
service representatives. Duties include
commercial and personal line insurance
customer service.
Salary based on
experience. P&C and
Life license a plus but
not mandatory for the
right candidate. Office
and training provided

.15i I 1r •
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1001 V/hilma Ave., Murray, KY

060
lialp Warded
Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept. 8. 2007.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms,
website
our
visit
www.bohledental.com
or call our office
Dr. Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
Dose Call
PULMO
Center is accepting
applications for fulltime Patient Service
Representatly•s.
PSRs are responsible
all
contacting
for
patients
assigned
taking
to
monthly
patient orders, verifying
information.
patient
and placing the order in
manner.
timely
a
Experience in medical
field and administrative
management
record
not
preferred, but
required. Strong customer service background preferred.

Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
is accepting applicafull-time
for
tions
Warehouse Clerks,
Warehouse Clerks are
responsible for performing a variety of
technical duties related
to dispensing and shipping of medication in
conformance with standard pharmacy policies
procedures.
and
Experience in general
warehouse and shipping/receiving experience preferred.
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
Please
equivalent.
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurl Drive Murray, KY
email
to
or
elizabeth.cain0rotech.
corn We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
LOCAL construction
business seeks office
manager. Job duties.
include filing, data
marketing,
entry,
AP/AR, basic office
Chackbooks
duties
Pro/Premier. Jobpower
or similar accounting
software/Microsoft
experience
Office
required. Pay commensurate with qualifications and experience.
Call 761-9372

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

SPORTABLE
Scoreboards has a day
shift, entry-level production position available. This full time
position requires: the
use of small hand tools,
such as drills and rivet
guns; the ability to read
and follow a wiring
schematic; the installation of pre-assembled
electronic components.
wiring harnesses and
digit display systems
Our assemblers test
and approve the quality
of the final product.
Our culture is one of a
environment
team
made up of individual
employees who are
self-motivated, with a
high standard for quality and who are able to
think for themselves.
Sportable Scoreboards
offers a competitive
wage and benefit package, including health
insurance. paid vacation, paid holidays and
a Simple IRA plan.
If you are career-oriented and would like to
of
part
become
team.
Sportable's
email resume to *or
complete an application at: 106 Max Hurt
Drive, Murray

re
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CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

Cowpokes
MOM COMPUTERS
A• Certified Technical/I
Service/ rapes.

7511.318/8
I.

CLASSIFIEDS

41/•SidedaY• -Idly 23,20e7

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguld

e • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
Onc and Iwo Bedruien Apartments
Central Heat and Au
4‘,..epting Appleatiole
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Men
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
'53-3633
I bur running or
fixable cars trucks
vans tractors farm
construction
equipment ATVs
campers motorhomes
"liters almost any•
• ,,,ng 270-970-1010
BUYING
cam Irudie and
tractors 436-5235

... Junk

CASH pied for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 5195 12th.
Murray

YARD Machines riding
mower. 21HP Briggs 8
Stratton engine, Mr
deck, 3 years oice used
very nee. $900 OBO
270-314-8551

TREK-Y26 19- ml bike
2006 soft-tail, less than
10hr ride time Great
bike, great price 2051441
NNE*

GOOD used refrigerators electric ranges
gas heaters air condi
boners
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
l%
I It/ lit
JUNK CAR,̀
*Prompt pick-up
as enable
.111k-iit priors

BALDWIN
piano
Approximately
10
years old Excellent
condition $750 293
2544 or 767-9740
270
Noires For Sale
OWNER
FINANCE
'98 36R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month 1
acre Murray area 7531011

1993 Southern 2 BR 2
%I TO PARS s BA RMera Courts #66
(270)978-0723
-53-55110
-1999 14x60
Looking to buy 5-20 Buccaneer mobile
acres of wooded land
home with washer
suitable to build a dryer, stove I ref
home on, with road 19.000.(731)841-1328
access
in,
the 731)641-8444
Northwest side of 2000 Clayton 16400
Calloway County
Vinyl siding. 38R 28A,
call 270-293-6572 or Mkt, new 270-400-2525
270 474-0623
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down, Your
land or family land
En,
'
07 Hot tub, brand new 731-564-4928
in package,6-7 pigeon, August 15
Iota of lets, digital.
oscillator. water fall.
Homes For Not
cover, retail 17.300,
must sell $3,000
1 bedroom 1 bath
(573)300-1031
mobile horn. $350
idt TW opt plc ring. monthly $350 security
size 7. $995 Sapphire Water & rubbish includII diamond bracelet ed Call 753-6558
1250. 436-5367
LOU For Rent
CINDEfirLIT
A
-prom
dresses. 1 Me 4 yel- $110 per month Newe
low. 1 size 8 blue. $150 homes only 492-8488
each 270-492-8614

IIEL.

EBAY Anceen:We sell
all different items Cal
•• el 4 -etre

Calloway County
Mortal History e.
1-8R AO furnished,
Family History
low uglily. Fall mimesBooks
us only. (270)556-5612
759-4938
1BR near-fisu. other
753-2350
locations a vanabis.
appliances Coleman
_
MOVING
RE 753-9898
Must sell all household 111F1, venous locations.
furniture - 759-9048
$200-$300 Coleman
436-5258
RE 753-9696
PARTS & service
Kale's Lawn & tractor
759-9831
SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies, Plasma 11
LCD TVs. home enterleinniant centers. TV
Pete eurround dOund,
coax, HOW & component cables Beasley
Antenna Al Selena.
506-J N 12Ih St 7540001

28R duplex, nice.
CAVA, acipterices furnished. Venous kidbons. Cabmen RE
753-96118
28R near USU. Cftl/A.
appliances Cotentin
RE 753-9896
38R 213A duplex. Gmplace dining room
Coleman RE 753-9696
48R 28A, all appliances. central I-VA
Coleman RE 753.9898

LARGE 1BR *eh
STRAW tor sale. $2.50 vielli-in closets. located
on ammue behind
bele 486-2436. II no
answer. leave mos- Bradley Soak
Company 11300Imo
N1911
(270)293-4602
LARGE finished basement
downtown
shared utility. preen for
couples no pots. rake
*nee required Can
(7701350-1863

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIAPVCIS
WARD ELKINS

(770) 7C1

Rao OAICS-

couch
MATCHING
chair & 'ovine& Lyre
blue wife rust 1350
ORO 270- 7S3- 7581

NONSMO,(tNG 'BR
unfurnished apt . water
pod. available now, no
pets 753-5983

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORACill

In
Ice scAo,

1

ior

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
t BR $290.00
28R $340.00
3EIR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for quelled applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7534221

NEW duplex 28R IBA.
All appliances. No pets
Lawn care included
$650/month
plus
deposit 905-A Bagwell
753-2440
NOW LEASING
1. 2 5 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

38R 2 bath home on
lake with private dock
$800 month 759-9046
436-5258
NICE clean 2 bedroom
apartment. 2 miles
East of town 117 East
Y Dnve. Murray Stove.
retng , washer & dryer
furnished, other furniture furnished optional
water included & we do
yard work $410 a
month plus security
deposit 1410 7590999 or 713-292-4649

AiSF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
111 H;GESS
'a)-.) / -ti FOR %LI

.A II Sire Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control -

753-3$53

Calhoon Construction, LLC

u irls

2 1,114

14, hunt
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G5C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 7534286
Celt (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 1.1-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Nov. renting
Loseed -211 S Sth Si

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
-Sale & clean
We sell boxes'
oWe rent U-Hauis
753-9600

OFFICE Of retail apace
available Pnrne location 7532905
293-1480

It" h, rids It,, !u
thosthi
Inq 2, %limit.. I tom Urinal.

Call (270)436-5091
I tit Vote Issl

astil timid/ram
460
Mona For Ws

Estes
All Real Estate silver
tisecl in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Ad of 1968, as amended. Which makes it illegal to advertise any
Preference, limitation
or discrimination based
On race, color, religion.
sex or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation or discnmination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'

Ph 1, Hoe %}.
Location.
Any Condition
...,44.creathrproprrt,willsrmxpot
270-761

FSBO Gatesborough
In-level Ground level
entry hall, laundr,
room, bath, den/bed
room w/buitt-in cherry
computer center Main
living-room
floorwiwood burning gas
logs fireplace, built-ins
plantation shutters, for
mat DR kitchen- stain
less appliances, pantry
Main
Florida room
floor ceilings 1041
Upstairs 31311. 2-large
walk-in closets. 28A
Flooring- Hardwood.
mexican tile & bnck,
38Rs 4. stairway carpeted, Inground pool
with lanai 293-2418 for
viewing $250.000
1\1\11 III \ I I
III I:l I:I I II I'

55 is iS

sok ers.iiim
42.7111761-i'WM
KIRKSEY 1049 Hwy
464, 2 or 3 bedroom.
2-bath, basement, carport. hardwood floors.
tile floors in kitchen &
baths, new central
heat & air.'$90,000
(270)554-0367

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
MCKINNEY INS.
IN N.5TH STREET

FIRST- TIME
OFFERED'
Lakefront w/dock
$74,900
1+ AC Lake Access
134.900
w/FREE Boat Slips!
Wooded lake property
on spectacular
160.000 acre Kentucky
Lake, Take a tour &
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20 Boat'
Excellent financing
Call 1-800-704-3154
exl 1327 KY Land
Partners, LLC

16
acres
on
Road
Backusburg
Kirksey
489-2994.
(270)831-0419
28.5 acres
12.000/acre Mitchell
Story Rd 293-1437
No...For

sa

1,100 so ft home .300
sq ti upstairs 13650
6.I1N
U.S
Hwy
Puryear TN Must be
moved. 110.000-0130
(270)293-1437 Dan
1546 Spring Creek Dr.
$339.900 Call for appt
270-759-1327

408 N. 51h. 2 bedroom,
1 Mk furnished.
$50.000.(270)5540,37

REGISTERED Great
Dens PuPPell• 14^".
2-females. parents on
premises 56003700
(270)759- t 77t

05' 1600 Vulcan.
extras. 2.300-mi
(270)978-1772/ 17,500
05 Honda VTX 1300.
Custom paint Vance &
Hines custom bags. 5K
mess, mint. $7200.
04 Yamaha TTR 250
Like new, ridden about
8 times. 13.000 7538941
2004 CFIf 5OF Honda
dirt bike, 50cc , 3sPeed, auto. low hours
excellent
condition
$800 obo 753-8858 or
293-2193

Aassp

SMALL ReUut &hoe
space Hwy 94 East
753-5693

DOG Obedience
438-2858

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
& lands(aping
Salklaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
Of W-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

3BEI 18A ranch style
home Murray school
rennet $78.000 270436.2034. 270-2939076
313R2
-13
- A 12 minutes
from Sown. 1 ecre lot.
198.900. 754
8481/976-1323

4811. 2be doutrewide
on permanent lamalion. 1.17 acre. hardwood Nom, 'replace.
eAVe. recently remodeled, all new aweanon. new root 1.1100
sq. IL. sawed In Iron.
porch. Ern Grove rd
1115.000. 293-7257 or
7S3-30111

SHIN-T2U
puppies
A(C. CRC. dew dews
shots
removed.
male
A
wormed.
female. $300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

Ads Parts
TRUCK COVIDf for 2000
Ford mod size pick-up
1300 080 753-6559

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

02 Toyota 4-Runne
Limited. *Nor. leather.
46.000 miles. $17.500
270-7534242. 270752-0313
2000 Chevy Blazer 4
wheel drive. 4 de ,
goOd condition.
MAC Vulcan 4 %in
*Me.4 door, good cur
Mien. 753-8773 after
5P141
2000 Chrysler Town A
Country
Limited
Loaded Excellent con
drtion 753-5677 or
293-2120

Res , Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big tx small

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages gutters
junk & tree work
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156

A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured. 4373044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage. yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ASPHAU
Mitchell Bros.
Paving
.1sr-f Iii teAr...

ru us

759-0501
753-1537

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
leasing. evakeiatin;
& Hauling
'ION% 'UK 1%

270-753-227')
BACKHOE &TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng. Painting
Cleaning 270- 2276606 731-498-8904

COLE
coNSTRUCT1ON
metal routs, siding.
replacement windows,
11Cfellt MOMS.
Wett guaranteed

.866-832-3230

xiiiOW
1
0=1=111
Over 40 years exp.
& lasiellstam

CIOSTOS BIALLS4LYN
0-6 H. 1211 blade
clearing, lance rows.
anderbrushing. ponds
wassnieys
yrs wipmence
Greg Renfro,
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences.
ele. (270)527-7176
DIU HANDYMAN
We do it On odd lobe
you don't Ara lime
for
Peeving, sang. roots
dicks
293-5439

•

igerimall Repko j
2003 Chaparral 3
Hielent, hay rack
mining, dressing room
$3.900
goceenece
C180 978-0745

6 Year old home. 3 Bedroom, 21 r2 baths,
Jacuzzl. energy elftient. about 1 acre.

753-708 759-4533

,na•ArPturrrers 014"at
Strom frakikurs 11.
,rag MON leeein

tRENCHING
731-7112-305`
731-336-528e

General Contracting
Commercial IResidential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

750-1151 • 29340831

293-2784

HOUSE wash special
$8900 up to 1,500 sq.
Sidewalk included
Luc & Insurixl
(270)978-1772

Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

JOE'S JOBS

RESICOM CONTRACTORS

vinyl replacement
windows by:
270-227-2115
270-293-1899
ENTrat

753.4.tu • 2,27-5644
I 55111 I \ it ttlritp,15
\to% int; I spells
I1 I iinu,Pistatue,

Since 1986

170-2434371'

FOR SALE

• weekly & sjsCO.li pickups
•locally owned/upwind

24 mom stance

Vats
1902 Chevy conver
gran van. 120.m
miles. one calm.
mope kept. eacellent
Cenclition.113.1700
763 42

\

Hill Electric.

753-7728
1993 Mustang 2.3 red
sunroof. met restored
1-yv ago. 53.000
receipts. very reliable
driven deify. *skin
$1.300. 205-5766

\ Asa

I tee estimate.

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, delivery 436-2867

1

1904 Galesborough
Cif. 48R 38A. 2.600
sq ft_ large deck, hot
tub 1160,000 2938706

begins

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump gnnding, firewood. Insured
489-2839
HAI 1‘4i %‘

1996 Hams Classic
pontoon boat
24
Yamaha 115HP'motor
condition
excellent
fully loaded 753-9959
759-4442 after 6PM

753-9562
FOR sale or rent 5bdrm 4-bath in
Hardin 10 min out of
Murray Beautiful hardwood, 3 car garage
big yard, covered
patio, $119.900 or
$75000 month Call
Angie The Lakes
Realty (270)293-8738
226-9475

PROFESSIONAL
Office Space tor Lease.
869 total el ft Pffeee
business location with
private entrance space
is on lower level of 304
N 4th Street with
ef^Pf• Perking Space
and two sets of handicap accesetile daub*
doors. separate hoot.
✓ig and air conditioning
unit Only serious Parties should call 7531737

M
t

2003 Dodge, 2007
Chevrolet Silvered°
Both long bed work
trucks Call 753-8087
leave message

1,ithehl,

753-3500

..

1.9100Rd
$100 Depose
EIR $325
28A $375
Cal Iodate
753-6•66.

17 '

Kentucky lake House For Rent

111111-7
item lor

270-436-506
270-293-6906
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starling at $200/mo.
753-4109.

‘turraj Ledger a, Junes

NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
(276)752-0414
Ask forDarren
Nightengale

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PRESERVE the past
on DVD, convert your
home VHS tapes to
DVD Preserve your
home movies today by
transferring them to
DVD Call 753-9297 or
227-5818

Nadeau's
Construction
•Flooring 'Decks
*Vinyl siding 'All
Home
Improvements
(270)976-2111
Licensed/Insured
SNOWS Alternator &
Starter Service
Repair, rebuild - reasonable prices Call
654
731-642-6939
Hobby Rd, Pans TN
38242
THE Murray Ledger fl
considers
Times
its
sources reliable but inacoccur
curaoes
do
Readers using this information do so at then own
risk Although persons and
companies
mentioned
hereon are believed to be
reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times nor any of
its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever
for their activities

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
lliesday, July 24,2007:
You have the wherewithal to
create much more for yourself.
Your home life could be an
issue, as much frustration surrounds home, real estate and
other domestic matters. Create
much more of your desires with
your endless creativity. If you
can apply this talent to your
problems. dynamic changes will
occur. You have unusual gifts;
use them. If you are single, you
will have to fight to keep that
status, or you might even decide
to dot the honzon with your
many suitors. If you are
attached, you might opt to add
to your bond through a child,
new pet or whatever fits the bill.
SAGITTARIUS reads you cold.

The Stars Show tbe Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You might have a difficult
time sorting through what is relevant and what is not How you
deal with others could completely change as a result of confusing information Be a skeptic, be
smart right
now
Tonight'
Distance yourself before you
fudge Decide based on facts.
ignore fiction
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Others throw a tantrum, if
it is their style, otherwise, they
could be difficult You might want
to define a situation. but clearly
someone you answer to will not
The unexpected occurs with an
emotional situation
Tonight
Touch base with a loved one
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** How you deal with others could change considerably.
Your ability to get past the obvious might emerge However, the
only person who is likely to see
eye to eye with you is someone
at a distance Tonight Sort
through the possibilities
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Understanding evolves
to a new level You need to get to
the bottom of a problem
Understand what makes you tick
in this situation Your sense of
direction and your ability to sort
through what is unfathomable for
many emerges Tonight Slow
down, go for quiet and relaxing
LEO (July 23-August 22)
**** You migbt get stuck, but
the answer is dose to the Surface You could find anothees
vagueness disconcerting, and
whether you like it or not, it
impacts you Know when to say
'enough Your creativey spans
into a problem Tonight Happy
as can be
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Handle the basics, yet
keep reaching out for others
You find a brisk wind of confusion blows through even the
test of ideas You'll discover th-•
problem Allow creativity and

way
County Development.
Track hoe, dozer work,
backhoe & septic systems.
For sale: top soil, gravel.
Will build you a home
to suit your needs
Lots for sale: Landon
Hills Subdivision.
270-210-3781, 270559-2032

WHITE
coNSTRUCT1ON
Specializing in poured
concrete basements
Licensed & Insured

519-2713
WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONL1GHT
(270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Free Estrnates

by Jacqueline Bigar
centering to sort everything out.
Tonight: Order in.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** Yes, expenses could be
Out of whack, and for good reason. You might not have followthrough on some research. You
also might not care, as you want
what you want. Stop. There is a
tomorrow. Regroup and ask key
questions Tonight. In the whirlwind of life.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** How you deal with others is more important than you
realize. What comes around can
make a difference, if you allow it
to. Much that happens is tied
into another's defiance or hard
stance. Know what is impqrtant.
Tonight Balance your checkbook.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** What seems to be unredeemable becomes easier. Kick
back and relax with others. You
might want to understand what
makes some of your associates
Of those in your daily life act the
way they do: Trust that soon you
won't even care, Tonight. In the
whirlwind of life.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** How you deal with a
friend or group of associates
depends on how much you can
tolerate ineptitude Recognizing
their lack helps you realize
more Understanding helps you
make headway Tonight: Take
needed time
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Reach for the stars
with the knowledge that you can
change what IS going on by
assuming more responsibility
The real question lies in whether
really
you
to
want
Understanding evolves Tonight
Find your pals
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Use your imagination
to find the right answer. How you
deal with someone could change
your choices and direction.
Extremes could create caustic
comments or irntation Let go of
an issue Tonight Out late
BORN TODAY
Actress, singer Jennifer Lopez
(1970), baseball player Barry
Bonds (1964), •El Libertador
Simon Bolivar (1783)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at httpAvvrw.jacqueIlnenlger.corn.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Neese
No Phone Calls

